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Abstract 

An overview of risk in geothermal drilling and value of information analysis is 
presented with a description of state-of-the art inversion methods used to process 
geophysical data.  Assumptions about the treatment of error and correlation 
between fitness and likelihood are challenged.  Iterative Complexity Addition 
(ICA) is a novel algorithm proposed to test the hypothesis of these assumptions 
and provide information about the data reliability of solutions returned from an 
underdetermined inverse problem.  The algorithm is applied to the inversion of 
magnetotelluric (MT) data from four synthetic models and existing data from the 
Þeistareykir geothermal field in Northeast Iceland.  The results indicate that there 
is not a strong correlation between fitness and likelihood.  Taking the best-fit model 
as a solution yields an average likelihood of 48.49% while ICA’s selection of most-
likely solution yields an average likelihood of 63.59% when considering the total 
depth of the model.  When limiting the scope of interest to a typically drilling range 
of 3km depth, the best-fit likelihood is shown to be 53.77% while ICA’s most-
likely solution has a data reliability of 68.71%.  An improvement in data reliability 
can be manifested as improvement in drilling success rates.  The algorithm design 
is described with a discussion of algorithm strengths, weaknesses, and potential 
improvements.
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Chapter 1 

1Background 

This thesis aims to explore the quality of data that is used in decision making when 
developing a geothermal reservoir.  Existing methods have resulted in a 50% success rate 
for the first geothermal well drilled in a field (International Finance Corporation, 2013).  The 
oil and gas industry uses similar exploration methods and reports a 20 - 25% industry-wide 
success rate when drilling wildcat wells (Reuters, 2014).  The quality of the data that led to 
the location of these well targets should relate to the drilling success rate. While many 
measurement techniques exist for characterizing a geothermal reservoir, magnetotelluric 
(MT) soundings are often relied on heavily while the truthfulness of the data is unknown. 
 This chapter is intended to provide the reader with the basic understanding of four 
broad topics that relate to understanding the quality of data: geothermal exploration, 
geothermal development, value of information (VOI) theory, and inverse theory.  Each topic 
plays a key role in understanding how data is collected, processed, and used to make 
decisions.  Within this section, the current state of research is reviewed.  The assumptions 
made within current methods are highlighted, paving the way to explore a method to 
examine those assumptions and provide insight to the reliability of geophysical data. 

1.1 Geothermal Exploration 

Geothermal exploration makes up the very first phase of the development of a geothermal 
system.  While digging deep enough at any location will result in high temperatures because 
the Earth’s crust rests on top of the mantle, economically feasible geothermal resources 
require a heat source to be found at relatively shallow depths that reside close to a region of 
permeable rock and have a sufficient inflow of water.  Finding all of these conditions to 
coexist is somewhat rare on Earth, resulting in the relative scarcity of geothermal 
development. 

 The Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) discusses the 
perceived risk and costs associated with geothermal development from initial exploration to 
production in their 2012 report.  The pre-survey and exploration phases of geothermal 
development are relatively cheap compared to the overall development, but that the risk is 
mitigated only slightly by the exploration (ESMAP, 2012). 

Though the ESMAP report shows the risk to be reduced only slightly, a good 
exploration strategy is paramount to producing a good conceptual model to provide an 
indication of where the drilling should even target.  In order to understand what is involved 
in this exploration stage, the basic anatomy of a geothermal system must be understood to 
see what the different measurement techniques are able to reveal about the subsurface. 
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1.1.1 Anatomy of a Geothermal System 

Geothermal systems can be characterized by their temperature, enthalpy, physical state, or 
even geological setting.  Though these differentiations may impact the economics of the 
reservoir or even strategies associated with utilization, these details are not necessary to 
understand the role exploration plays in geothermal development. 
 In general, a geothermal system consists of an underground heat source, porous rocks 
beneath the surface, and method for water to enter the system.  It is important to note that 
water does not flow freely in a geothermal system as in a river nor does the reservoir 
constitute any form of underground “lake.”  Rather, water occupies the porous spaces within 
rock and moves due to pressure differentials due to buoyancy and subsurface stresses.  These 
stresses also tend to break rocks, creating voids in rocks that also allow fluid to move along.  
Rocks that allow water to move around are said to have a high permeability.  A geothermal 
system can be formed when there is a permeable path to allow water to work its way near to 
a magmatic heat source. 

The rock structure within a geothermal system is not homogeneous.  Different rock 
types have varying chemical composition, densities, porosity, magnetic susceptibility, and 
electrical resistivity.  Rock types that are present can also change depending on its initial 
chemical composition, the temperature it is exposed to, and the presence of other chemicals, 
especially from geothermal fluid.  When rocks change type due to the presence of 
geothermal fluid and temperature, the new rock species are referred to as alterations.  The 
type of alteration will depend on the type of rock that was initially present. 

Because there is a temperature gradient associated with all geothermal systems, the 
types of alterations that exist tend to appear as strata that indicate the temperature that the 
rock has been.  These layers tend to follow a pattern with respect to the resistivity properties 
of the rocks.  The unaltered rocks closer to the surface tend to have a relatively high 
resistivity.  The lower temperature alterations that occur between 50 – 100°C tend to form a 
low resistivity rock or clay.  Between 200 – 230°C, the alteration becomes another high 
resistivity species.  Figure 1.1 depicts this stratified structure. 

It is possible that the heat source can move over time due to tectonic movement.  If a 
heat source is to move away, the altered minerals will stay in their current state.  A resistivity 
survey may indicate structure that indicates a geothermal reservoir is present, though the 
system may have cooled down.  These systems are referred to as fossil geothermal systems.  
Other properties must be measured to validate that a system like this is still active.  
Resistivity can also be used to identify the salinity of the geothermal system as well as the 
porosity of the rock (Árnason, Karlsdóttir, Eysteinsson, Flovenz, & Guðlaugsson, 2000). 
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Figure 1.1 Resistivity cross-section from Nesjavellir geothermal field, alteration 
zoning in wells and temperature. Adapted from (Árnason, et al., 1987) with 
permission. 

1.1.2 Subsurface Geology 

Various rock types exist underground.  Because of the nature of geothermal fluid, where a 
geothermal reservoir does exist, the fluid can cause chemical changes to the existent rock 
that will change the type of rocks.  Rock types that are created due to the presence of 
geothermal fluids are referred to as alterations. 
 The type of alteration that exists at a region will depend on the initial type of rock, the 
temperature of the region, and the chemistry of the geothermal fluid (Georgsson & 
Karlsdóttir, 2007).  

1.1.3 Surface Exploration Methods 

There are a multitude of measurement techniques that can be used to determine the useful 
characteristics of a potential geothermal resource.  For a traditional resource to be considered 
economically feasible, it must be located at an accessible depth, there must be adequately 
high temperatures to convey enough energy for the project’s purpose, the rock must be 
porous enough to allow for adequate fluid flow for extraction, and there should be an 
adequate amount of fluid present to convey the energy to the surface. 
 Some of these properties may be less important in some cases due to advancements 
associated with Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS).  In this case one or more of these 
characteristics may not initially be present, but certain techniques may be utilized to generate 
them.  EGS is not considered any further within the scope of this paper. 
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 The measurements described below present an indication of the information that is 
available to the geothermal developer when determining whether or not to attempt 
development of a geothermal reservoir.  While a detailed description of each measurement 
type would be beneficial, this paper focuses specifically on magnetotellurics. 

1.1.3.1 Geology 

The geology survey looks for surface manifestations, rock types, and tectonic structure to 
determine likely regions where a geothermal reservoir may exist.  This is typically the first 
form of exploration to be undertaken.  By mapping out hot springs, fumaroles, areas of hot 
ground, surface alterations, and faults, specific targets can be chosen for geochemical and 
geophysical testing (International Geothermal Association, 2013). 

1.1.3.2 Geochemistry 

Samples of fluid from surface manifestations can be gathered and analyzed in a lab to 
evaluate certain characteristics of the underlying geothermal reservoir.  Analysis of the 
chemical components of the surface manifestation indicate the origin of the water within the 
fluid reservoir, the temperature of the reservoir, and the production properties of the fluid 
with respect to possible chemical precipitation, scaling, or corrosion (Arnórsson, Stefánsson, 
& Bjarnason, 2007). 

1.1.3.3 Geophysics 

Geophysics covers a broad range of measurements that evaluate certain physical properties 
of the underlying rock.  In most cases, the values measured are of little use by themselves.  
The measurements must be interpreted to determine the actual properties of interest.  In 
highlighting the major geophysical measurements below, the type of information measured 
and its high-level indication are noted.  This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but to give 
the reader an indication of the type of information available from surface measurements. 

1.1.3.3.1 Shallow Temperature Gradient Well 

Shallow (< 100 m) wells can be drilled to measure temperature along the depth of the well.  
The temperature gradient in the well can be compared to other wells in the vicinity or to the 
average background thermal gradient.  It is important to understand whether how the 
measurement is driven by both conduction and convection, as each form of heat transfer can 
alter how the results are interpreted.  In general, a higher temperature gradient indicates the 
presence of a heat source.  Though this method tends to correlate better than other 
measurements with the properties of the geothermal system, it is also fairly expensive 
(Georgsson, 2009).  
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1.1.3.3.2 Direct Current (DC) Resistivity 

Direct Current Resistivity surveys involve injecting a DC current into Earth into 
predetermined spaced electrodes and measuring the electrical field at the surface.  As the 
distance between the electrodes is increased, the ground path of the current deepens, 
providing characteristics of the electrical resistivity of the rock at varying depths.  After a 
sequence or pattern of measurements in one area, the results can be compiled to determine 
the resistivity structure of the rocks below the surface.  This method generally allows 
resolution of structures down to around 1000 m, though this depends on the equipment used 
and the rock structure that exists (Georgsson & Karlsdóttir, Resistivity Methods - DC and 
TEM with examples and comparison from the Reykjanes Peninsula and Öxarfjörður, 
Iceland, 2007). 

1.1.3.3.3 Transient Electromagnetics (TEM) 

Transient Electromagnetic methods involve producing an electromagnetic field in one coil 
and measuring the output in another.  When the electromagnetic field is generated, the field 
lines are impacted by the resistivity of the rock structures below the coils.  When the current 
producing the field is abruptly turned off, the inductance within the rocks below affect how 
the field collapses in time.  The measurement coil captures this induced voltage at the surface 
as the secondary magnetic field decays.  The processing of this data provides information 
on the apparent resistivity of the rocks in the subsurface down to around 1 km (Georgsson, 
2009). 

1.1.3.3.4 Magnetotellurics (MT) 

Magnetotellurics is the third method of measuring resistivity of subsurface rocks, along with 
TEM and DC methods.  Rather than actively inducing an electromagnetic field and 
calculating how the resulting field reacts, MT soundings measure the current induced within 
the earth by the naturally changing magnetic field (Georgsson, 2009).   By measuring the 
magnetic field, H, and the response of electric currents, E, the apparent resistivity of the 
underlying surface can be interpreted.  One advantage of MT over the other resistivity 
measuring techniques is that MT provides information on subsurface structures down to 
between 10 and 20 km.  The actual depth resolution itself is dependent on the existing 
resistivities, where more high-resistivity bodies result in greater penetration depth of the 
measurement (Cagniard, 1953). 
 The MT measurement itself involves measuring two components of the surface plane 
of current flowing through the Earth (Ex and Ey) and all three components of the local 
magnetic field (Hx, Hy, and Hz).  The time response of these fields is recorded for around 20 
hours in order to record oscillations in the fields from between 0.00001 – 1000 Hz.  The 
lower frequencies imply information about deeper regions while the higher frequencies tend 
to reflect more shallow structures.  Long measurement periods are required to identify the 
low frequency signals (Georgsson, 2009). 
 Because MT relies on natural electromagnetic signals, it is also very susceptible to 
cultural noises such as powerlines and cars (Georgsson, 2009).  Likewise, all resistivity 
measurements are susceptible to “static shift” where inhomogeneity in the resistivity near 
the surface can cause all measurements in a region to be uniformly shifted up or down.  
Except for very high frequencies, static shift occurs independent of frequency (Árnason, 
2015).  TEM is therefore often used in conjunction with MT to calibrate the results of MT 
measurements (Georgsson, 2009). 
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 The electric and magnetic field time series that are measured are processed using a 
Fourier transform to identify the frequency components of each signal.  The relationship 
between the two fields at each frequency can be processed to determine the apparent 
resistivity vs frequency as well as the phase shift between the signals vs frequency 
(Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012).  This information must be inverted 
to determine the true resistivity of the subsurface rock structures and is discussed in more 
detail in Section 1.4. 
 The measurement campaign to complete an entire field will take over a week to 
complete.  Because MT measurements are somewhat susceptible to noise, a remote reference 
can be set up away from the measurement location and used to take measurement in the 
same location throughout the entire measurement campaign.  This reference can be used to 
provide an unbiased measurement as compared to the local measurement that can be used to 
detect and correct for localized non-moving noise (Gamble, Goubau, & Clarke, 1979). 

1.1.3.3.5 Gravity Survey 

Different rock types have varying densities.  The presence of fluid in rock pores also impacts 
the average rock density.  By measuring the gravity accurately at the surface and correcting 
for the impact of altitude and the surrounding landscape, a Bouguer map can be produced 
that indicates how the density changes over an area.  Anomalies may indicate the presence 
of large intrusions below the surface while certain measurement profiles may also indicate 
more detailed structure including buried faults.  Repeating measurements over time also 
provides a method for evaluating changes of fluid mass within the geothermal system 
(Árnason & Gíslason, Geothermal Surface Exploration, 2009). 

1.1.3.3.6 Magnetic Survey 

Different rock types impact the local strength of the Earth’s magnetic field.  When rocks 
within a geothermal system are altered due to the heat and chemistry of the geothermal 
system, the rocks tend to demagnetize.  By creating a map of the strength of the magnetic 
field over a broad area, anomalies below the surface can be found, indicating where a 
geothermal system may be located (Georgsson, 2009). 

1.1.3.3.7 Seismics 

Seismic measurements involve measuring the strength of vibrations within the earth.  
Passive seismics measure vibrations caused by the natural movement of the Earth’s tectonic 
plates such as from an earthquake.  Active seismics measure vibration that are produced by 
some man-made means, such as detonating a charge underwater or underground.  Other 
active vibration methods exist.  When measuring seismicity within an array, the source of 
the vibration and certain modes of vibration can be identified.  By analyzing how these 
vibrations propagate (both speed and directions), information about the density and location 
of subsurface formations can be realized.  Extracting useful information from seismic 
measurements requires intensive data processing that will not be described in this paper 
(Hersir & Björnsson, 1991). 
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1.1.3.4 Subsurface Exploration 

There is a myriad of subsurface exploration techniques that can be used to better 
characterize the reservoir, but require that a well be drilled to access the information.  While 
these are very useful for determining characteristics for geothermal well performance, they 
do not contribute to the scope of this thesis where pre-drilling risk is being assessed.  As 
such, only the downhole resistivity logging is discussed here as it applies to some of the 
comparison data shown in the results. 

The primary purpose of downhole resistivity logs is to examine the porosity of the 
rocks, the salinity of the pore fluid, and the rock alterations that exist along the depth of the 
well.  A four-electrode array is used to determine the apparent resistivity down to the depth 
of the probe by measuring the voltage difference between a voltage electrode on the probe 
and a voltage electrode located on the surface.  The remaining two electrodes provide the 
path for a constant electric current to be driven between the end of the probe and cable.  The 
probe typically contains two voltage electrodes to allow for two separate measurements to 
be taken at a time, resulting in a total of five electrodes in the system.  These two on-probe 
voltage electrodes are located at 16 inches and 64 inches from the current electrode at the 
end of the probe. The voltage differences can be interpreted to distinguish the apparent 
resistivity of the entire lithographic structure of the well down to the active voltage electrode.  
This data must later be corrected to obtain the true resistivity value of the area where the 
measurement is taken.  The 64-inch probe provides a larger radius of investigation, so will 
be less influenced by the fluid present in the well.  The 16-inch probe will be more influenced 
by the well, but provides better depth resolution to provide insight into any thin formation 
layers that may be present (Steingrímsson, 2011). 

1.2 Risk in Geothermal Development 

Even though geothermal power has some of the lowest overall costs when compared to other 
power sources, uneven distribution of easily reached resources, high upfront costs, and 
uncertainty in the surface measurements have prevented it from being widely adopted 
(International Finance Corporation, 2013). 

 If the slow development of the geothermal industry can be attributed most to these 
factors, then it stands that an improvement in data quality would be realized through an 
improvement in drilling success rates, thereby reducing the risk associated with investments 
made in the industry. 

1.2.1 Well Target Determination 

The measurements that were described in the last section should be interpreted and compiled 
by an expert or group of experts.  These interpretations will be compiled together to form a 
conceptual model of the geothermal reservoir being explored.  This conceptual model can 
be used for resource size and temperature estimates early in the exploration phase and later 
allow for choosing a well target (International Geothermal Association, 2013). 
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Determining where to place a well requires inputs from a multidisciplinary team.  
While the conceptual model should be consistent with all data gathered, some disparities 
may arise.  Some datasets may point to different subsurface target locations making choosing 
only one location from competing datasets difficult.  Without knowledge of the quality of 
each measurement type, strategies for development must be employed to ground-truth the 
data.  The 2013 IFC report shows how quickly the success rate of drilling improves as more 
wells have been drilled to obtain real subsurface data. 

1.2.2 Data Uncertainty 

The uncertainty associated with each of the surface exploration methods is not well 
understood.  When comparing differing datasets, there is currently no way to know which 
measurements are more likely to be correct. 

1.2.3 Cost 

The large up-front costs of developing a geothermal resource also impede the attractiveness 
of geothermal investment.  A single well may cost between $US 1 million to $US 7 million 
depending on well depth and local conditions (International Finance Corporation, 2013).   

1.3 Value of Information 

Gathering data through measurements is not always beneficial to a project.  Measurements 
are only warranted when a decision must be made and the information gathered from the 
measurement has the ability to change the outcome of the decision.  The value of information 
(VOI) is the maximum amount of money that an entity would be willing to pay to obtain a 
certain type of data.  This value of data is restricted to the decision that will be made based 
on the information (Bratvold, Bickel, & Lohne, 2009).  

1.3.1 Concepts 

VOI can be determined by a simple calculation: 

(1.1) 

where VOI is the Value of Information to a risk-neutral entity, EVPI is the Expected Value 
of the decision with perfect information, and EVprior is the expected value of the decision 
before data is gathered.  Perfect information is measurement data that is free of error or 
uncertainty, therefore it describes the measured properties perfectly (Trainor-Guitton W. J., 
et al., 2014). 

��� = ����  ������� 
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 While Equation 1.1 is simple, its application is not so straightforward.  It is often 
difficult to quantify the probabilities associated with a decision’s outcome because the future 
is unknown.  Therefore estimating the expected value of a decision will require many 
assumptions.  Similarly, estimating the expected value with perfect information requires an 
assumption about how new information will be able to impact the original expected value.  
Furthermore, this only provides an upper bound to the VOI where the quality of the data also 
plays a critical role in determining this value. 

1.3.1.1 Data Reliability 

Because no information that is gathered is perfect, data reliability, or information reliability, 
provides the metric to determine how “perfect” the data is.  Data reliability takes into account 
measurement uncertainty and data processing uncertainty to indicate the likelihood that a 
measurement correctly describes the system being measured. 
 Bratvold, Bickel, and Lohne (2009) provide an overview of 30 published VOI papers 
from within the petroleum engineering literature.  They note that only 13 of the 30 papers 
address data reliability.  Of these, 11 assess data reliability through “subjective” expert 
assessment. 
 Trainor-Guitton, Caers, and Mukerji (2011) provide a methodology for establishing a 
data reliability measure for spatial VOI problems.  The interpretation of a geophysical 
measurement is shown to be an important part of quantifying data reliability. 

1.3.1.2 Interpretation 

Though measurement errors tend to be the focus of uncertainty calculations, measurements 
that do not directly indicate the goal characteristics are also subject to further uncertainty 
associated with the interpretation of the data.  For MT surveys, this relates specifically to 
errors associated with understanding what rock type exists given a certain resistivity. 

1.3.1.3 Bayes’ Theorem 

Bayes’ theorem provides a mathematical method to evaluate the probability of an event based 
on prior knowledge of the conditions related to the event.  The classic form of Bayes’ theorem 
is given as: 

(1.2) 

where (A|B) is the posterior probability that event A will occur given that event B has 
occurred.  (A) is the prior probability, or the probability that event A will happen without 
any other information.  (B) is the marginal likelihood, or the probability that event B will 
occur without any other information.  (B|A) is the likelihood, or the probability that event 
B will occur if A has occurred.   

(�|�) =  
(�|�) (�)

(�)
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In the context of measurements, the output of a process can be considered to be event 
A, where the measurement is treated as a probable event given some preexisting condition, 
event B.  In this case, the likelihood, (B|A), is not a straightforward calculation and can be 
described as a likelihood function.  This function may differ significantly depending on the 
nature of the events being evaluated. 

1.3.2 Application 

There is a flow of information from the actual physical conditions that exist in the subsurface 
to the interpretation of the measurement that results in the assumed condition of the 
subsurface.  The flow of information can be characterized using Bayes’ Theorem to clarify 
how error, data reliability, and interpretation all contribute to the net uncertainty of surface 
exploration data.  Figure 1.2 below shows how this information flows graphically. 
 In this figure, each box represents a type of data that is input or output by the named 
process.  In the context of Bayes’ theorem, the output of each process can be considered an 
event whose probability is related to its input.  Θ is the set of all possible properties of interest 
(rock type and depth for MT), X is the set of all indirect properties that can be measured 
(resistivity and depth for MT), d is the measurement data (impedance/apparent 
resistivity/phase shift for MT), and ε is the collection of all error incurred in the measurement.  
The superscript * is used to indicate the real underlying values.  The subscript j is used to 
denote one of many possible model predictions. 

 

Figure 1.2 Flow of information from the actual physical condition of the subsurface 
to the assumed condition of the subsurface resulting from the measurement. 

Bayes’ theorem allows the step labeled “Physics” to be described by: 

(1.3) 

where θ* (θ*∈ Θ) is the property that exists and x* (x*∈ X) is the indirect physical response 
of θ*.  Because the physical response is expected to be deterministic, it is assumed that (x*) 
= (x*| θ*) = 1. 

 The measurement process is described by: 

(1.4) 

(� |� ) =  
(� |� ) (� )

(� )
 

(�|� ) =  
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where d is the measured data. This term illustrates the uncertainty in the measurement, 
namely through the culmination of error in the measurement (as illustrated in Figure 1.2).  
Identification of all sources of error is important in understanding the limitations that the 
inversion will be subject to in all future steps.  The likelihood of Equation 1.4, (x*|d), is 
related to how well the response data fits with the measurement given the probability 
distribution of the error.  This is the likelihood to which most inversion methods refer when 
determining a solution’s likelihood.  This is only part of the story. 

 The inversion process describes the method through which the indirect properties are 
evaluated from the measurement data.  This process is described in more detail in Section 
1.4 as it relates specifically to the present research.  In describing the flow of information, 
the inversion process can be described as: 

(1.5) 

where xj is the most likely set of parameters to describe the indirect property that was 
measured.  These sets of parameters may also be referred to as “models” as they provide a 
representation of the physical state that is being approximated.  The prior, (xj), can be used 
to describe information that is already known about the system so that a certain set of 
parameters within the probability space can be discounted.  Much of the variation in 
inversion methods relies on how the likelihood, (d|xj), is calculated. 

 The final step of information flow in a measurement involves the interpreting the 
important physical properties to decision-making from the indirect properties measured.  
This interpretation process can be described as: 

(1.6) 

where θj (θj∈ Θ) is the interpretation of xj (xj∈ X)into the properties desired.  The parameters 
found from the inversion may not be unique to the properties that they describe. Trainor-
Guitton et al (2011) describe the need to understand the geophysical interpretation as a part 
of establishing a data reliability measure. 

 With the understanding of this flow of information, the overall data reliability of a 
measurement can be described as: 

(1.7) 

where Θ is the random variable representing the set of all possible properties, and Rθ is the 
data reliability of the desired property.  In other words, Equation (1.7) describes the data 
reliability of the important property as the probability that the solution provided by the 
inverse process reflects the actual property. 

������ =  
������ (��)
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 While Equation (1.7) describes the most important form of data reliability as it relates 
to the properties involved in decision-making, a sub-problem can be described that can be 
used to evaluate the utility of varying inversion algorithms.  This subproblem focuses on the 
data reliability associated with the indirect measurements specifically and can be described 
as: 

(1.8) 

where Rx describes the probability that the measurement will successfully describe the 
indirect property.  It can be seen that if (Physics) = (Interpretation) = 1, then it will 
follow that Rθ = Rx. 

 This thesis makes the assumption that the processed described as “physics” and 
“interpretation” in Figure 1.2 are deterministic.  This allows the focus to be placed on 
describing Rx for MT measurements and its inversion.  In order to describe the calculation 
required to describe data reliability, a deeper review of inversion methods is necessary. 

1.4 Inverse Problem 

Inverse problems are a classification of problem that involve solving for model 
parameters given measurement data.  By contrast, a forward problem takes model 
parameters and predicts what would be measured.  It will be helpful to first describe a 
Forward Problem and discuss how it applies to this thesis before describing the 
characteristics of the Inverse Problem. 

1.4.1 Forward Problem 

The forward problem is conceptually identical to a mathematical function.  A model 
with known parameters is used to predict data responses given some input.  The forward 
model typically involves formulae that describe the physical world. 

 While this is explicitly separate from an inverse problem, inversions require the use 
of a forward model.  Since a forward model provides data predictions, a set of model 
parameters can be assumed whose inputs align with the measured data.  The difference 
between the predicted output and the measurement data provide a measure of how closely 
the model parameters may match the actual system. 

 For this thesis, the forward model used assumes the presence of an infinite 1-

dimensional (1D) homogeneous layered earth.  Each layer has its own resistivity (in Ωm) 
and thickness (in m).  Given n layers and some values for each layer’s resistivity and 
thickness, the propagation of electromagnetic waves can be evaluated at each boundary in 
terms of its reflection and transmission.  Through an iterative solution process described by 
Pethick (2013), the resulting electromagnetic response at the surface can be evaluated.  This 
response results in the Apparent Resistivity (Ωm) as a function of frequency (Hz) and the 
phase shift (radians) vs frequency (Hz).  This response can be compared to MT 
measurements. 

�� =  (� = ��|� = � ) 
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1.4.2 Inverse Problem Determination 

Because inverse problems solve for model parameters given measurement data, they 
can be described by the amount of data available as compared to the number of model 
parameters.  These classification include overdetermined, even-determined, and 
underdetermined problems.  Even though more data may be available than model parameters 
in the system, the problem may still be underdetermined if some data or parameters are 
linearly dependent.  

1.4.2.1 Overdetermined Problems 

Overdetermined problems exist when there is more data than there are model parameters to 
be solved (Menke, 2012).  One example includes fitting a line to a scatter plot of data.  
Assuming that the equation y = mx + b provides the model relationship for some two-
dimensional data, m and b are the two model parameters to be solved.   

 

Figure 1.3 Two-dimensional plot of data exemplifying an overdetermined problem.  
When solving for model parameters m and b in the equation y = mx + b, a 
“best” solution can be determined that minimizes misfit error. 

 In overdetermined problems, it is possible to find the “best” approximate solution 
utilizing some curve-fitting algorithm given an appropriate model assumption.  The solution 
to an overdetermined problem provides non-zero prediction error, providing some 
information about how much measurement error exists – and what error to expect from the 
model (Menke, 2012). 

1.4.2.2 Even-Determined Problems 

In even-determined problems, there is exactly enough information to solve for the model 
parameters.  The solution for even-determined problems will be unique.  The prediction error 
of the solution will be zero.  The solution is assumed to be correct for all values with no error 
(Menke, 2012). 
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Figure 1.4 Two-dimensional plot exemplifying an even-determined problem.  When 
solving for model parameters m and b in the equation y = mx + b, there is one 
unique solution. 

1.4.2.3 Underdetermined Problems 

The underdetermined problem does not have enough data to uniquely define a solution.  An 
infinite number of solutions exist, each with zero prediction error.  For any one solution that 
is chosen, there is no ability to understand how much error may be associated with the 
solution. 

 

Figure 1.5 Two-dimensions plot exemplifying an underdetermined problem.  When 
solving for model parameters m and b in the equation y = mx + b, there is no 
unique solution; infinite solutions exist that would satisfy the data with no 
indication of error. 
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In order to find a solution to the problem, a priori information must be assumed about the 
behavior of the model in order to find an adequate solution.  A priori information can come 
in the form of expected data points (such as running through the origin for Figure 1.5), 
expected ranges of the parameters, or even through expected simplicity of the model. 
 While a priori information may allow a unique solution to be found, the applicability 
of the a priori information can be very difficult to support.  Solutions are often very sensitive 
to the assumptions made about a priori information. 

In spite of the inherent non-uniqueness of the underdetermined problem, it is still 
important to select only one solution as the problem solving is being done to aide in a 
decision-making process.  Determining the uncertainty of a solution to a complex inverse 
problem is not well understood (Mosegaard & Tarantola, 1995; Chen, Hoversten, Key, 
Nordquist, & Cumming, 2012). 

1.4.2.4 Mixed-Determined Problems 

Depending on the type of model that is assumed for the data gathered, it is possible that the 
entire problem may neither be wholly overdetermined nor underdetermined.  Some data may 
overdetermined some parameters while other parameters may not have any applicable data.  
The 1D MT inversion described in this thesis is considered to be wholly underdetermined. 

1.4.3 Underdetermined Problem Solution Techniques 

Many techniques exist to solve the underdetermined inverse problems (Menke, 2012).  These 
techniques broadly fit within two categories: deterministic and stochastic (Yang, 1999). 

1.4.3.1 Deterministic – Occam’s Inversion 

Deterministic techniques specifically seek out a single solution based on a priori information.  
While the a priori information may differ depending on the nature of the inverse problem, a 
common method used to solve MT inversions is called Occam’s Inversion. 
 Occam’s inversion makes the assumption that discontinuities in simple layered 
models produce arbitrarily complex solutions that overinterpret data.  Rather than producing 
solutions that produce the best fit to the data, Occam’s inversion finds the smoothest model 
that fits the data within an expected tolerance.  This approach “guarantees” that the real profile 
must be at least as complex in structure as this smoothest solution (Constable, Parker, & 
Constable, 1987). 
 Constable, Parker, and Constable (1987) discuss how “simple layered models” of five 
or less layers are often used to provide an illusion of uniqueness for a solution, though in 
order for the approach to work, the initial conditions of the model must already be close to 
the true values.  In contrast, they show a more complex model using 27 layers and show a 
comparison between a Marquardt inversion and Occam’s inversion, exemplifying how the 
same data can reflect very different solutions and how the Marquardt model shows large 
discontinuities of resistivity at lower depths.  They merit how choosing the number of layers 
of the model is difficult – that the inclusion of too few layers will suppress significant 
structures while the inclusion of too many layers will introduce spurious structures.  They 
show how finding a maximally smooth model prevents structures that are unnecessary to 
fitting the data form appearing in the solution.  Results from varying starting points were not 
shown.  Only 1D models are shown. 
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 Karlsdóttir et al. (2012) perform a 3D inversion of the Þeistareykir geothermal field 
in North Iceland using Occam’s inversion.  A grid was set up around the area of interest that 
included 83 vertical grid planes in the x-direction, 67 vertical planes in the y-direction, and 
29 horizontal grid planes.  The grid points were set to be 250 m apart from each other.  Four 
separate inversions of the data are shown: 1) compilation of successive 1D inversions at all 
data points; 2) 3D inversion that used the 1D inversion as a starting model; 3) 3D inversion 

using a homogenous starting model with a starting resistivity of 100 Ωm; and 4) 3D inversion 

using a homogeneous starting model with a starting resistivity of 20 Ωm.  All 4 inversions 
show similar structure, though there is considerable spatial variance.  These differences 
highlight that Occam’s inversion is also sensitive to the initial conditions that are chosen for 
the inversion. 
 Occam’s inversion is computationally simple, though it relies on choosing a starting 
model (a priori model) that is relatively close to the solution in order to be.  It uses an 
assumption about model smoothness to prevent the inversion from introducing discontinuous 
parameter swings that would be unrealistic. 

1.4.3.2 Stochastic – Markov Chain Monte Carlo Inversion (MCMC) 

Stochastic techniques attempt to quantify the probability that a given solution may exist, and 
identifies a single solution in a set of model parameters that have the highest likelihood of 
occurring.  Much research has been applied to the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
inversion in recent years. 
 The MCMC inversion begins with an assumption about the distribution of all model 
parameters trying to be determined by the inversion as well as some rules regarding how a 
model should be perturbed based on the assumed a priori distribution (a Markov Chain).  
MCMC uses these parameters to generate candidate models to be evaluated.  The input 
model is then perturbed according to the rules initially set.  The model’s likelihood is 
evaluated based on the model’s goodness of fit to the measurement data.  If the perturbed 
model’s likelihood improves over the previous model, it is accepted as a possible solution 
and used to calculate the a posteriori distribution, while that model is than perturbed further 
to be evaluated again.  If the likelihood does not improve, then a separate function will 
decide whether to randomly accept the function anyways, or pass the same model back to 
be perturbed further to be evaluated again.  As more models are accepted, the a posteriori of 
accepted parameters is updated to reflect the new possible models.  Convergence occurs 
when new models do not effectively change the a posteriori distribution.  This posterior 
distribution indicates the probability that different parameters exist.  A model whose 
posterior probability it maximized indicates the most likely model to reflect the true 
properties of the subsurface.  It is noted that the convergence of the algorithm can be 
significantly impacted by the prior distributions that are chosen (Ramirez, et al., 2005) 

Trainor-Guitton and Hoversten (2011) discuss many of the practical challenges of 
stochastic inversion as applied to controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM, which is similar 
to TEM) and MT data.  One of the biggest challenges they reference is in the ability to 
appropriately diagnose the convergence of the algorithm.  Convergence for a MCMC 
stochastic algorithm occurs when the Markov chain covers the entire posterior distribution 
(all possible solutions) and the Markov chain is independent of the starting candidate model.  
Depending on the chosen criteria for divergence and the prior distribution, there is risk of 
excessive computational load or finding imprecise parameter variances.  
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Chapter 2 

2Method 

At the end of Chapter 1, two common inversion techniques were reviewed.  Within this 
review, the forms of a priori information that are assumed for both Occam’s inversion and 
for the Markov Chain Monte Carlo inversion are discussed.  The method to test those 
assumptions is discussed in this chapter.  Through the development of testing the 
assumptions, a novel stochastic inversion was developed: Iterative Complexity Addition 
(ICA).  This chapter details how the ICA inversion algorithm works, how the algorithm was 
tested on a set of synthetic models, and how the algorithm was compared to an existing 
inversion of data from a geothermal reservoir that is currently being developed. 

2.1 Data Collection 

Data were collected for both analysis by the algorithm as well as to validate the results.  
Original MT data were received from ÍSOR as .EDI files.  This data belongs to Landsvirkjun 
and is stored by ÍSOR.  Landsvirkjun provided well resistivity logs for validation.  A 3D 
Inversion of the Þeistareykir field completed by Karlsdóttir et al (2012) was also used for 
comparison. 

2.1.1 MT Measurements 

MT measurements were made by the Iceland Geosurvey (ÍSOR) at an area of North Iceland 
called Þeistareykir (around approximately 65.89°N 16.96°W in the GPS coordinate system).  
62 MT soundings were performed in the area during the summer of 2009, 25 soundings were 
taken during the summer of 2011, and 16 total soundings were performed in the summer of 
2012.  14 of the 2012 soundings were new locations while 2 were repeated soundings 
(Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012). 
 The measurements were made on MT instruments from Phoenix Ltd. in Canada which 
can measure MT signals from 320 Hz down to direct current (DC).  Four sets of equipment 
were used for the field work.  One set of equipment was set up well away from the survey 
area to serve as a remote reference for data collected in the field.  The other three units were 
used to test within the survey area.  Data were recorded at each survey location for between 
16 and 22 hours (Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012). 
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 Of the three units used in the field, two measured two components of the electric field 
(Ex and Ey) as well as three components of the magnetic field (Hx, Hy, and Hz).  The third unit 
only measured the two components of the electric field (Ex and Ey) and was always set up 
around 1 km from a 5-compenent unit.  For these measurements, the magnetic field for the 2-
compenent unit was considered to be identical for the adjacent 5-compenent unit for the same 
measurement period (Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012). 
 The time series data from these measurements were processed by ÍSOR and reported 
according to 1991 MT/EMAP Data Interchange Standard for reporting MT data in .EDI files.  
ÍSOR provided the author with the .EDI files for all MT measurements taken at Þeistareykir.  
This report includes measurement error for each data point in terms of its 1σ (one standard 
deviation) value (Society of Exploration Geophysicists, 1991).  This standard deviation can 
be used with a confidence interval to determine acceptable deviations from the measurement. 
 The MT data was given in terms of the apparent resistivity and phase shift for each 
measurement location in both the XY orientation and YX orientation.  This thesis only utilizes 
the data from the XY orientation. 

2.1.2 Wellbore Resistivity 

Landsvirkjun has drilled 15 wells in the region at the time of this writing.  Landsvirkjun has 
provided the author with the resistivity logs for 12 of the wells with both 16” and 64” probes.  
The data has not been processed and only shows the apparent resistivity at the measured 
depth.  The results of this thesis will be compared to the wellbore resistivity logs where the 
wells intersect the cross section that was computed. 

2.1.3 3D Inversion 

The data used for this thesis is the same dataset that was used for the 3D inversion that was 
reported by Karlsdóttir et al (2012).  The results of this thesis will be compared to the 
comparable cross sections from the 3D inversion to highlight similarities and differences.   

2.2 Iterative Complexity Addition (ICA) 

In the descriptions of Occam’s inversion and MCMC in Section 1.4.3, some of the 
major assumptions that each method require were pointed out.  The two most important 
assumptions involve the nature of the prior model.  The entire nature of the prior model 
(initial starting point or parameter distribution) has a large impact on the output of the 
solution.  Even where MCMC employs the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to slowly 
improve the posterior distribution, the prior distributions can affect whether the algorithm 
can converge on a final posterior distribution – which is not a well-known problem.  
Similarly, applications of these methods to MT data tend to assume a similar depth 
resolution, assuming that it will always see down to 20 km with around 30 layers.  Cagniard 
(1953) makes it clear that the depth resolution of MT is dependent on the resistivity of the 
rocks of the subsurface.  Maintaining a constant depth opens up the ability to provide 
superfluous solutions where the solutions are not adequately sensitive to the data. 
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A different algorithm is described here that attempts to test some of the basic 
assumptions of the previously mentioned algorithms.  Through the testing of a different 
hypothesis, better clarity can be provided on the applicability of these algorithms and allow 
for improved assessment of data reliability for the measurement. 

The algorithm introduced here is called Iterative Complexity Addition (ICA).  As an 
overview, the only a priori information that the algorithm requires is initial boundaries for 
the parameter values that are being assessed.  From this prior information a set of initial 
models are generated that are evaluated at the boundaries of the parameters and an 
intermediate point (though this granularity may be increased) using every permutation of the 
possible parameters.  These models are evaluated using the provided forward model and 
gradient descent to find where within the parameter space the parameters’ response begin to 
match and approximate the shape of the measurement data.  These local optima are 
compared to the error boundaries where models that fit within the error boundaries are 
reserved as “possible solutions.”  The remaining models are ranked by fitness, and only a 
certain number of models are accepted based on some initially-chosen pruning criteria.  
Pruned models are discarded.  This concludes the first iteration of the algorithm.  Models 
that were not pruned provide the basis for a new set of candidate models.  Each of these 
“parents” generates “children” that are more complex than the parent.  The children are 
identical to the parents except that one of the layers has been broken into more pieces, whose 
parameters make up every permutation of the input parameters.  This effectively adds more 
dimensionality to the original parent models.  These children are subjected to the same 
gradient search and pruning mechanism.  This process is repeated until the solution set is 
sufficiently large to provide a posterior distribution of parameters.  This process is shown 
graphically in the flow chart in Figure 2.1 below. 

 

Figure 2.1 Process flow for Iterative Complexity Addition (ICA). 

While the algorithm is meant to be applicable to a broad range of inversion problems, 
the remainder of this thesis will focus on its application to MT inversion. 

 Section 3.1.3.1 can be referenced alongside this section to see how the results 
approach a solution as the algorithm runs since the charts show data for non-solution models.   
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2.2.1 Initial Assumptions 

In setting up ICA, several assumptions must be made about the behavior of the model and 
how it relates to the actual subsurface conditions. 

This thesis utilizes a 1D forward model in order to match the model response to the 
measurement data.  MT data is, as described in Section 1.1.3.3.4 above, inherently 3-
dimensional.  While the XY and YX data both provide enough information to begin 
constructing 3D models, the XY was assumed to be representative of the system for the 1D 
analysis.  Along with this, it is assumed that the infinite, 1D homogeneous layered earth is 
a good enough approximation for making a comparison with the 3D inversion completed by 
Karlsdóttir et al.  It is assumed that in spite of not compensating for 3D effects, a 1D model 
should be able to match the curvature of the measurement data. 

It is assumed that the least sum of squares (LSS) calculation between the response of 
any proposed models and the measurement data provides an adequate assessment of the 
misfit.  In this case, the lower the LSS value, the better the model fits the measurement data.  
This fitness value is used as the objective function for comparing different models.  Because 
the measurement is known to have some amount of error, it is assumed that improved fitness 
does not necessarily imply a more-likely solution.  Fitness and likelihood should only be 
proportional in a case of a perfect measurement.  Inversely, perfectly fitting erroneous data 
will necessarily provide an incorrect solution.  Rather than correlate fitness to likelihood, 
the error boundaries as reported by the measurement instrumentation are used with a 95% 
confidence interval as boundaries within which no further information can be assumed.  This 
sets up binary acceptance criteria where data that fits within the error threshold is understood 
to be more likely than data that does not fit the error threshold; but between models within 
that threshold, a better fitness does not imply a higher likelihood.  Global minima, therefore, 
are not considered to provide any practical insight. 

This thesis relies on a gradient descent search in order to progressively collect 
information about the objective function.  Parameter points are purposefully chosen at the 
boundaries of the parameter space as well as at intermediate locations.  By allowing each of 
these initial points to move towards a local optima, the location of the local optima as 
compared to all of the starting points provide information about the shape of the objective 
function.  It is assumed that even though a low-resolution model is being considered, the 
objective function provides a shape that approximates the shape of more complex functions 
that are similar to the low-resolution function.  As such, regions in the parameter space where 
no local optima reside are excluded from further examination.  Figures Figure 2.2 –Figure 
2.4 show this pictorially in only 2 dimensional parameter space, with the objective function 
described as the 3rd dimension or color. 

The isometric view of this hypothetical objective function shows high peaks of large 
misfitness.  The lower regions are the places where the model response best fits the 
measurement data.  This hypothetical objective function is generated using MatLab’s 
“peaks” function (The MathWorks, Inc). 
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Figure 2.2 Isometric view of a hypothetical objective function.  (The MathWorks, 
Inc). 

From the top view of the hypothetical objective function, the x- and y-axes indicate 
the range of values that two separate parameters might be.  Points that appear on the plane 
(red dots in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4) indicate the parameters that make up a certain 
candidate model.  All nine candidate models shown respond differently, whose fitness values 
are reflected by the z-axis value, or shading in the plot. 

  

Figure 2.3 Top view of the hypothetical objective function with nine candidate 
models shown. 

By performing a gradient search on both parameters of each of the candidate models, 
local optimally fit models will be found. The path the gradient descent follows indicates the 
least amount of parameter shifting that must be done for the model response to best 
approximate the shape of the measurement. 
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By discretizing the parameter space and finding where local optima exist, information 
can be obtained about how the objective function responds to the parameter space.  In Figure 
2.4, it can be seen that Quadrants I and III both contain a local optima, Quadrant IV does not 
contain a local optima, and Quadrant II does not include a local optima, though one model 
was attracted towards on optima located out of the solution boundary.  Quadrants I and III 
are regions who must be searched in greater detail.  The shape of the objective function of 
this coarse 2-parameter system indicates that the parameters must move towards the local 
optima in order to begin approximating the shape of the measurement.  By adding two new 
parameters (Parameter C and Parameter D) at these optima and allowing them to vary, a new 
objective function would continue to improve the model response fitness until an acceptable 
fit is obtained.  This new 4-parameter system is more complex than its predecessor.  It is 
apparent that Quadrant IV (in the 2-parameter system) does not contain any local optima 
and is not capable of providing a good fitness, therefore it is excluded from any future 
searches.  Adding two parameters to an arbitrary point in Quadrant IV would likely yield an 
objective function with its own optima, but it would not be capable of providing a better fit 
than the points within Quadrant I and III.  Quadrant II is a special case where a boundary 
solution indicates that an optima could lay just beyond the parameter constraints.  Rather 
than discrediting the area, the Quadrant is also searched in greater detail with relaxed 
boundary constraints.  This treats the solutions conservatively. 

  

Figure 2.4 The same hypothetical objective function following the execution of 
gradient descent on all 9 initial models. 

While Occam’s inversion seeks a reasonable goal of providing a “most simple” 
solution, the smoothness assumption is not considered to be valid.  It is assumed that 
discontinuities in whatever parameters are being evaluated may exist.  The boundaries for 
the parameters as discussed above provide a means of keeping large superfluous swings in 
a parameter’s value from occurring. 
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When calculating the likelihood of each model, the parameter space is divided linearly 
between the minimum and maximum resistivities present.  This assumes that the MT 
response is equally sensitive to a +/- 1 Ωm change in a 1000 Ωm body as it is in a 5 Ωm 
body.  The sensitivity analysis to determine whether this is true, or whether the resistivity 
discretization should be divided up in a logarithmic fashion, is not performed in this thesis. 

2.2.2 Inputs and Metaparameters 

ICA must be initiated with certain metaparameters to provide some flexibility in how 
the algorithm will handle different data types.  The coarseness of the starting models is 
defined by how many layers these models will include.  For this analysis, three layers are 
used for the coarseness of these starting model.   

The algorithm requires the setting of initial boundaries for all parameters.  Sea water 
is taken to have a resistivity of 0.3 Ωm (Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 
2012), so the lower limit allowed for resistivity was 0.1 Ωm.  The upper resistivity boundary 
was initially set to 1000 Ωm to follow the upper bounds shown in the Karlsdóttir et al 
inversion, though the algorithm allows modification of the upper boundary as necessary.  
The initial overall depth was set to 25 km, though as with the upper bound of resistivity, the 
algorithm allows the upper bound to be adjusted if solution fitness merits.  All layers were 
limited to a minimum thickness of 1 m. 

Because the error values from the MT measurement are given as 1σ values from the 
mean, a confidence interval had to be chosen to determine where the error acceptance 
boundary.  A 95% confidence interval was used.  In addition to the width of the error 
threshold, the confidence interval is also used to determine the number of data points that a 
model’s response must meet to be considered a solution (e.g. a model’s response must fit 
within the error threshold of 95% of the data points at a 95% confidence bound). 

Initial application of this algorithm found that some measurements have reported 
errors that appear to be physically impossible to recreate.  This will be discussed in more 
detail in Section 3.2.2.  To compensate for this, an additional error was assigned uniformly 
to all measurements of +/- 2 Ωm for apparent resistivity and +/- 2° to the phase shift.  These 
values were varied, but a more rigorous analysis would be needed regarding the error 
propagation within the MT analysis than this thesis will allow. 

Because the LSS is calculated for two very different units (resistivity and angle), a 
correction factor was added to the angle to try to align the weight each would have on the 
gradient descent.  This coefficient was set to 10,000, though a proper sensitivity analysis 
was not performed. 

Part of the model pruning is performed to only accept a certain number of models to 
facilitate reasonable computational requirements to continue.  Child models were clustered 
to compare similarity after optimization, whereupon only the best-fit 10,000 children were 
calculated.  All others were discarded.  Similarly, only 300 of the incumbent children models 
were accepted as parents of the successive iteration.  Of all of the incumbent models, the 
best-fit 150 were chosen along with another 150 models that were evenly spaced among the 
remaining incumbent models.  More discussion about pruning can be found in Section 0. 
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2.2.3 Sub-algorithms 

The total ICA algorithm is divided into four sub-algorithms: permutation grid 
generation, gradient descent optimization, pruning, and posterior processing.  The operation 
and interaction of each sub-algorithm will be described individually in this section. 

2.2.3.1 Permutation Grid Generation 

For the first iteration of the algorithm, the initial parameters are used to generate a 
matrix containing all permutations of models for the number of layers given, whose 
properties are set as the limits of the parameters and subdivided into the number of values 
decided in the meta-parameters.  This sets up a multidimensional grid of evenly-spaced 
parameters throughout the whole parameter space. 

For each subsequent iteration, the previous sub-solutions are used to seed a new 
permutation grid.  For each incumbent model, each layer of the 1D model is subdivided into 
a number of layers.  For this proof of concept each layer is divided into three layers.  The 
boundaries of the new layers’ parameters are set to the appropriate value.  Resistivity 
boundaries are set to the same as the initial conditions while the thickness boundary is set 
by the depth of the incumbent model being separated. The boundaries for the incumbent 
values are reduced as a form of annealing around the solution.  These boundaries are used 
to compose a grid of values for the new layers, while the values for all other parameters are 
the same as the incumbent parent model.  The grid is composed of every permutation of 
parameters for the new layers at the defined boundaries and meta-parameter-decided 
discretization.  Because each layer of each incumbent model is broken up this way, the 
number of models to be calculated grows exponentially. 

This process of breaking a simple layer into component layers is the process of adding 
complexity to the model.  When the new, more complex layers maintain identical resistivity 
values as the parent model, it can be shown that the MT response of both child and parent 
will be identical.  By adding the new layers, we are expanding the degrees of freedom of the 
problem, which guarantee that at least one child will have an improved fitness value beyond 
the parent.  By creating a grid of values, a near-exhaustive search is generated.  The 
succession of starting with a simple model and iteratively adding complexity allow for large 
portions of the search space to be discounted with relatively low computational demand, 
reserving computation time for later iterations. 

2.2.3.2 Gradient Descent Optimization 

All child models generated by the permutation process are optimized using a gradient 
descent with the least sum of squares (LSS) between the model’s response and the 
measurement data as the objective function.  Only the parameters generated from the 
permutation matrix are allowed to be perturbed by the gradient descent function.  The fixed 
parameters are assumed to have been optimized already in a previous iteration; and from the 
exhaustive nature of the algorithm, it is guaranteed that each layer is broken into more layers 
to be analyzed. 
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The gradient descent algorithm used to optimize this problem is an unconstrained 
interior-point method with penalties assigned to values that exceed the predetermined 
boundaries.  The step size can be determined in the initial meta-parameters and can change 
the computation time considerably.  Different step sizes for each parameter type can be 
accommodated to help normalize the gradient descent as disparate ranges will affect the 
slope of the basins of attraction. 

Because this method utilizes gradient descent, each grid point is pulled towards the 
lowest point of its local basin of attraction.  Because the search space is evenly gridded, 
comparing the starting and ending point of each model with respect to the search space yields 
information about the shape of the objective function.  Namely, if a grid point is attracted to 
a hyper-volume that is not adjacent to its starting point, it is implied that the hyper-volumes 
that were skipped do not contain a solution, regardless of future perturbation.  Discarding 
these parts of the search space reduces the computational expense of the ICA algorithm. 

Initially, simple models result in a relatively smooth objective function that does not 
dip very deeply towards an adequate fit.  With each successive iteration (and resulting 
increase in complexity), the objective function becomes more textured and dips deeper 
towards an adequate fit, with the possibility for multiple basins with an adequate fit.  The 
depths of these basins – the fitness value – can be used to determine what to do with these 
optimized models. 

One particular difficulty of the gradient descent for the 1D MT inversion is that the 
fitness value is a function of two different types of responses: the apparent resistivity and 
phase.  Because the range of these values is variable with the different iterations, a 
coefficient is added to the phase part of the LSS equation.  This multiplier is intended to 
adjust the weight that a mismatch in phase will have on the overall fitness such that the 
gradient descent will try to fit both the phase and apparent resistivity equally.  This value is 
set as a meta-parameter. 

2.2.3.3 Pruning 

The optimized models that result can be subjected to a number of criteria to determine 
whether they should be parents of more complex models in subsequent iterations.  The 
pruning methods implemented for this proof-of-concept can be divided into two subsets: 
computational and absolute criteria. 

Computational criteria trim away models to attempt to preserve only the best models 
and conserve computational resources.  The severity of these criteria can be adjusted within 
the initial meta-parameters.  The following fitness limit is proposed that decreases 
exponentially with each increasing iteration as shown: 

���� < (�1 × ������)
�1×�

+ ������ 
(2.1) 

where Fitt is the fitness that will not be pruned, C1 is a coefficient to set the initial limit, 
Fitmax is the fitness obtained by a set of parameter estimates that match the outermost error 
boundaries, K1 is a decay coefficient, and t is the iteration number that is being computed.  
Because the first iterations are expected to be too coarse to closely match the measurement, 
a larger error is allowed, while later iterations require a better fit.  If a model is not below 
this fitness threshold, the model is removed. 
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When generating the permutation matrix, only a set number of models are allowed to 
have children.  For this proof of concept, 300 models are passed to the permutation matrix 
generator; the top 150 models are used while the balance of the incumbent sub-solutions are 
divided into 150 equal parts, and one set of parameter estimates from each part is used.   

A clustering algorithm is used as an absolute criteria (discussed below), but requires 
large computational resources to calculate.  In order to calculate this efficiently, a limited 
number of models are included in the calculation.  These constraints can be adjusted to match 
the available computational power. 

Absolute criteria are applied to remove those solutions that cannot possibly be a 
solution.  All duplicate models are removed.  All children models whose fitness has not 
improved from their parents are removed.  Models are clustered together wherein only one 
model from the cluster is preserved.  This clustering is done in relative terms to 
accommodate the variety of parameters that must be compared.  Rather than using the 
absolute Euclidian distance between points as in k-means clustering, relative changes 
between points are used.  For this if the sum of the relative changes between all points is less 
than some value set as a meta-parameter, the models are considered clustered together and 
only one is kept.  No sensitivity analysis has been performed on this parameter. 

Models whose MT response is within the error bounds of the measurement data are 
set aside as possible solutions and do not proliferate into subsequent iterations.  Along with 
the ability of adjusting the confidence in the measurement data, the confidence also defines 
the number of data points (with error) the response function must fit within in order to be 
considered a solution (i.e. a 95% confidence will require that the response data fall within 
95% of the error margins). 

The order that the pruning methods are applied may have an impact on the results.  
They should be applied such that the maximum number of sub-solutions are created with the 
available computing capacity in the time allowable. 

2.2.3.4 Iteration 

All models that were not pruned are passed back to the permutation matrix generation 
stage so that each sub-solution can be used to create the next set of models that will provide 
a better fit to the measurement data.  These that are passed on are considered to be sub-
solutions and have limited potential value in understanding the uncertainty in the overall 
inversion.   

Table 2.1 below shows how many layers are included in each model for the shown 
iteration.  Because each iteration breaks the incumbent model’s layers into 3, the relationship 
between complexity and iteration can be described by: (Model Layers = 2*Iteration + 1). 

More testing would be needed to determine how many iterations should be expected.  
Ideally this would be related to how complex the system is and what resolution MT is able 
to determine.  Though this thesis begins exploring those questions, much more work can be 
done to understand these limitations. 

Table 2.1 – Model Complexity by Iteration 
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2.2.3.5 Posterior Processing and Data Reliability Assessment 

The uncertainty assessment follows a very similar process to that of Ramirez et al 
(2005) where the parameter space is discretized and similar models are grouped together.  
Where Ramirez et al use a k-means clustering algorithm to group similar models, ICA uses 
all solution models for a likelihood comparison at each discretized element.  Each possible 
solution is then analyzed to compare its overall likelihood across the entire parameter space 
to determine the uncertainty. 

Once a predetermined number of iterations have been run or a minimum threshold of 
solutions have been found, the solutions can then be compared to provide an assessment of 
the uncertainty associated with the parameters of the inversion.  Each model in the solution 
set represents the least-complex version of possible models within its discrete solution space, 
which provides insight to the resolution that a given measurement is capable of providing. 

Rather than treating the likelihood of any individual solution as being proportional to 
its fitness, each model is assumed to represent the body being measured with equal 
likelihood.  Because a solution is removed as soon as it meets the minimum error 
requirements, the total solution set will not become saturated with related children, leaving 
a population of relatively unique solutions.  These solutions can all be compared to each 
other through plotting them in the parameter space (resistivity vs depth for this example).  
These plots can show where all solutions are in agreement and disagreement with each other. 

By discretizing the parameter space into an acceptable resolution (125 linear units in 
resistivity and 125 log units of depth are used in the analysis in this thesis), each block in 
the parameter space can be assigned a probability of occurrence through comparison with 
the frequency the parameter appears within the solution set.  If every solution shows the 
same parameter estimates, the method suggests that there is a relative certainty that the 
condition exists.  The likelihood of a parameter’s existence is proportional to the frequency 
that the solution set agrees with the parameter space’s likelihood. 

Using this parameter space likelihood, the relative likelihood of each solution model 
can be computed.  This relative likelihood is determined by the average likelihood of each 
element of the model within the parameter space.  The model with the highest relative 
likelihood best describes the nature of the measured structure. 

The likelihood of these models, however, is sensitive to the resolution of the 
discretized parameter space.  The model with the highest certainty has been observed to 
change as the resolution of the parameter space is adjusted for the calculation of the 
likelihood.  This sensitivity could be abated by employing a clustering algorithm as does 
Ramirez et al (2005). 

This likelihood value describes the probability that a parameter within the model is 
shared with other models in the posterior distribution.  Assuming that the posterior 
distribution describes the complete distribution of parameters, the highest likelihood can be 
considered to be equivalent to the data reliability. 

2.2.4 Results Format 

This section serves to introduce the reader to the formats in which the results will be 
presented.  Each graph serves to convey a certain type of information as described in each 
of the following subsections.  By reviewing the utility of the data output here, the charts 
shown in the Section 3 (Results) will be much more beneficial to the reader.  The examples 
below come from Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, after Iteration 4. 
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2.2.4.1 Models with Parameters 

To visualize the model parameters and visually get a sense of the extent of variance within 
the possible solution space, all models are shown together as in Figure 2.5.  The chart shows 
the resistivity of each layer along with the layer’s depth.  Large swings in the resistivity can 
be seen in some of the models, though details of any individual model are obscured by the 
number of models present. 
 Three models are highlighted for immediate inspection.  In dashed green, the known 
system state is shown if we know it beforehand.  This is the shape that should be able to be 
generated if the inversion works well.  In red, the model of “Best-Fit” is shown as a 
comparison.  This is the model that would be used to describe the system if the fitness is 
assumed to equate to the likelihood.  In black is the “Most Likely” model, or the model that 
shares the most in common with other models.  The “Best-Fit” line implies that the parameters 
are fit to the measurement data without taking error into account.  The “Most-Likely” model 
is chosen from the full set of models that provide a “good” fit, allowing the solution to be 
more likely in spite of its worse fit. 

 

Figure 2.5 All models for a given measurement are shown next to each other.  Key 
models are shown in bold colors. 

2.2.4.2 Model Responses 

The apparent resistivity (left) and phase shift (right) responses of all of the solution models 
are shown together in their respective graph in Figure 2.6.  In spite of the variance of all the 
models, all of their responses are quite similar.  The differences in response give an indication 
of which response function takes a larger role in guiding the inversion solutions. 
 Error bars are shown coming from the measurement data point.  The error bars 
represent the 95% confidence interval as computed from 1σ error reported by the 
instrumentation with the additional error added, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.  In order for a 
model to be considered a solution, its response curves must lie within 95% of the error bars 
shown. 
 Karlsdóttir et al (2012) discuss how of the 60+ data points that are given from the 
measurement, only 26 data points from each measurement (5 data points for each frequency 
decade) were used for the inversion to ease the computational load.  This is mentioned to be 
a tradeoff between computational load and resolution.  Computation time for ICA did not 
appear to be impacted significantly when retaining all data points, so none were discarded.   
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Figure 2.6 All possible solutions’ apparent resistivity response is shown on the left.  
All possible solutions’ phase shift response is shown on the right.  

2.2.4.3 Parameter Space Likelihood 

Because it is difficult to tell how many models have similar resistivity at a given depth from 
simply plotting the models, the likelihood of a parameter at a given depth is also shown, as 
in Figure 2.7.  Here, a heat map shows what percentage of models pass through a given pixel 
of parameter space – that is, how many models have approximately the same resistivity at a 
given depth.  Regions with only one model have such low likelihoods that they do not appear 
in this chart. 
 Every “column” of the chart will sum to 100%.  When all possible solutions agree 
that a certain depth has a certain resistivity, the pixel will be colored red.  The black dashed 
line indicates the actual system parameters if they are actually known.  It is desired to have 
most of the “warm” colors to align with the back line. 
 It may be tempting to generate a model that passes through all of the highest likelihood 
regions of the parameter space.  This is specifically avoided because all parameters of a model 
are mutually dependent. 
 The likelihood of an individual model is calculated based on the probabilities in this 
chart.  The likelihood is calculated as the average of the probabilities that are traced out by 
the model. 

 

Figure 2.7 The likelihood of each parameter being correct based on all the possible 
solutions that fit the error criteria. 
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2.2.4.4 Solution Fitness 

The fitness for each model is calculated based on how different the model response is 
from the measured value.  This is calculated using a weighted Least Sum of Squares (LSS) 
where the phase shift difference is given a weighting factor so both apparent resistivity and 
phase shift impact the fitness score relatively equally.  In this case, the lower the fitness 
value, that closer the model response is to the measurement value. 

All models are ranked according to fitness for simplicity.  Model 1 is the best-fit model 
of the possible solution set.  Model 2500 does not fit the measurement data particularly well, 
but it does fit the error criteria.  This graph is not shown in the results section because 
summary information about the model fitness is given in Appendix B.  Figure 2.8 shows 
how the fitness values vary across the entire possible solution population.  Qualitatively, the 
distribution of fitness is similar between all of the solutions. 

  

Figure 2.8 The dsitribution of fitness values of all models according to rank of fitness. 

2.2.4.5 Relative Likelihood 

The values shown in Figure 2.9 are referred to as “relative likelihoods” because they 
are dependent on which models are included in the set of possible solutions.  With more 
computing power, the same analysis can be done on the same measurements and yield more 
possible solution models that will impact the likelihood value. 

Because the likelihood is the value that is the most important for this thesis, the 
likelihood values for each possible solution are shown together in a single bar graph.  The 
view allows a cursory glance at how similar all of the possible solutions are to each other.  
Because the possible solutions are all sorted according to fitness, it also allows the location 
of the Most-Likely Solution to provide some information about how fitness correlates to 
likelihood.  As more of the models have more coincident regions, the likelihoods tend to be 
larger across the entire set than a set of solutions that have many unique data points. 

It is important to note that the likelihood of each model does not indicate the full 
probability of one of the models existing as compared to the other possible solutions.  Refer 
to Equation 1.5 to review how the likelihood relates to the probability that the model is the 
correct model.  Because multiple possible solutions may contain the same parameters, it is 
preferential to describe the probability associated with parameter identification rather than 
considering that each model is mutually exclusive. 
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Only in cases where there are a few possible solutions is when the Best-Fit solution is 
also the Most-Likely.  No correlation has been observed between the fitness value and the 
likelihood value. 

 Because of the number of models shown in the bar graphs, the extreme peaks may not 
be visible as the graphs have been rendered.  The graph can still be used to understand the 
general distribution of likelihoods across the entire solution set. 

 

Figure 2.9 Distribution of relative likelihoods of all models ranked by fitness. 

2.2.4.6 Solution Pedigree 

As discussed in Section 2.2.3.3, the pruning parameters in ICA can be adjusted to 
allow more models to be carried into successive iterations.  To qualitatively understand how 
aggressive the pruning is and how all of the possible solutions are related, a model pedigree 
is maintained.  With each successive iteration, if the “ancestors” of the child models 
disappear from the pedigree chart, there is an indication that the pruning parameters are too 
aggressive to provide a true statistical likelihood. 

Within the possible solution subset, “ancestors” are frozen in place and cannot be 
dropped.  As a result, reviewing the pedigree of the possible solutions reveals how much 
variety exists within the solution, and can qualitatively provide information about possible 
overfitting. 

It would be possible to consider after each iteration which “ancestors” remain as 
compared to those that are in the possible solution set.  If no new ancestors exist within 
search model set for a given generation, it can be said that the solutions of that complexity 
have been checked exhaustively (excepting the pruned models that may have yielded 
solutions). 

The pedigree is shown in half-iteration intervals for visual clarity.  At the iteration 
indicated, the rank of the model within that iteration’s search model set.  The half-iteration 
indicates where the model was placed in the permutation matrix when it was created.  While 
the slope of the line may not indicate any practical information, the crossing of lines indicate 
where a previously worse-fit model has improved beyond its peers.  Likewise, it can show 
where a solution may have reached the best fit that a family of models can achieve. 
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Figure 2.10 The pedigree of the solutions indicating how solutions are related to 
parent models. 

2.3 Method to Validate Algorithm 

Two separate approaches were taken to validate the usefulness of ICA.  The first 
involves comparison of the ICA distribution to a set of synthetic models so the results could 
be compared to perfect information.  The second involves computing measurements of real 
data and Þeistareykir, a geothermal field that is actively being developed.   

2.3.1 Synthetic Models 

Four separate synthetic models were built up to test some of the basic capabilities of 
ICA.  Model 1 provides a very simple model of only 4 layers to see how quickly ICA could 
converge on the solution and what happens in the case of excessive overfitting of the 
parameters.  Models 2 and 3 are of intermediate complexity with 7 and 8 layers, respectively.  
These models are identical except that Model 3 has a 10m thick low-resistivity layer injected 
into Model 2 at 2500 m depth to see if ICA is capable of picking out small resistivity features.  
Model 4 is a relatively complex model with 20 layers to observe what types of features ICA 
would be able to see.  The parameters used in these models can be seen in the visual 
representation in Figure 2.11 below. 
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Figure 2.11 Visual representation of the Resistivity and Thickness parameters used 
to describe the synthetic models. 

Three different analyses were carried out on each model.  Analysis 1 provided perfect 
MT data while ICA was configured to expect very little error from the measurement.  
Analysis 2 also provided perfect MT data, though ICA was configured to expect error similar 
to the Þeistareykir measurements.  This allows for the observation of how the expectation of 
error within ICA affects its ability to recognize a solution and process the resolution of the 
MT data.  Analysis 3 provides a realistic approach where Gaussian error was added to the 
data points and ICA was configured to expect error of a similar magnitude. 

The error added to the measurement data was calculated using the full set of 
measurement data for the Þeistareykir field.  The magnitude of error to be expected was 
assumed to be dependent on frequency after inspecting the Þeistareykir data.  The average 
1σ error data was calculated for each frequency from all 101 measurements.  This standard 
deviation was used along with a mean of 0 in a random number generator to generate random 
errors for each synthetic measurement.  An additional error was added to provide additional 
noise using an additional 1.5 Ωm standard deviation and 1.5 degree standard deviation for 
the apparent resistivity and phase shift, respectively.  Because all of these errors were 
generated using a random number generator, it is assumed the errors in both the apparent 
resistivity and phase shift at a given frequency are independent. 

In order to process the data easily with ICA, .EDI files were generated with the 
correlated data (perfect or with error).  Because the algorithm was configured specifically to 
accept numerical model inputs, the synthetic models were numbered for east processing.  
This “Measurement ID” can be found in Table 2.2 below.  These numbers may show up in 
some figures in the Results and in Appendix B. 
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Table 2.2 – Synthetic Model “Measurement ID” 

 

2.3.2 Comparison to Existing Data 

Data from Þeistareykir (Theistareykir) was also processed using ICA.  Two 2D cross 
sections of the geothermal field were processed using the results of ICA.  These results were 
compared to the results found from the 3D inversion completed by Karlsdóttir et al. (2012). 

Þeistareykir is located in Northeast of Iceland and is being developed by Iceland’s 
national power company Landsvirkjun.  The first phase of construction involves adding 45 
MWe to the Icelandic grid around the autumn of 2017 (Landsvirkjun, 2015). Data provided 
by Landsvirkjun indicates that 15 wells have already been drilled in the area.  Figure 2.12 
indicates where Þeistareykir is located in Iceland.  

 

Figure 2.12 Þeistareykir is located in Northeast Iceland (Google, 2017). 
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The Iceland Geosurvey, ÍSOR, collected 101 MT measurements were taken in a grid 
with approximately 1 km spacing between adjacent grid points.  The locations of these 
measurements are shown below in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13 Measurement locations of the MT and TEM surveys performed by ÍSOR 
(Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012). 
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Due to the computational expense and the time constraints of this thesis, all data points 
could not be analyzed using ICA.  Instead, a subset of measurements were chosen that could 
be compared to cross-sections of the 3D inversion done by Karlsdóttir et al (2012) as well 
as intersect the wells that have already been drilled to make use of existing wellbore 
resistivity surveys.  Figure 2.14 shows the two chosen cross-sections that will be analyzed 
in this thesis. 

 

Figure 2.14 Highlighted regions show cross-section location analyzed in this thesis 
(Karlsdóttir, Vilhjálmsson, Árnason, & Beyene, 2012). 
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For clarity, these locations were plotted using Google Maps along with the wellhead 
locations to determine which cross-sections might intersect the most wells.  These 2 cross 
sections intersect 8 wells whose locations are shown in Error! Reference source not found. 
below (Google, 2017). 

The markers for the measurement locations are color-coded to show how many 
solutions the ICA inversion found.  Red markers imply no solutions were found after 6 (or 
more) iterations.  Yellow markers indicate less than 3000 solutions were found after 6 
iterations.  Green markers indicate more than 3000 solutions were found.  Reasons for this 
are described in more detail in section 3.2.2. 
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Figure 2.15 Map showing the MT measurements used and the 8 wells at Þesitareykir 
that intersect these cross-sections.  Color coding of measurement locations 
indicate number of solutions found by ICA. Red = No Solutions; Yellow < 
3000 Solutions; Green ≥ 3000 Solutions.  White targets indicate intersecting 
wells’ wellhead locations. 
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Chapter 3 

3Results 

The method as described in Chapter 2 was implemented using code written using MatLab 
2016b.  This section shows the results obtained from these algorithms as applied to the 
method validation as described in Section 2.3.  The main code that was used to execute the 
algorithm can be found in Appendix A. 

3.1 Synthetic Models 

The analysis of the synthetic models is described in this section.  Evaluation of these 
models provides insight into the algorithm’s behavior when overfitting data, how the 
algorithm progresses with each iteration, its limitations on the resolution of data, and its 
behavior when a complex model is underfit.  Additionally, the treatment of error in this 
analysis shows how the addition of error impacts the ability to assess the information 
reliability. 

3.1.1 Model 1 – Simple Model 

Synthetic Model 1 is provided as a simple 4-layer system with a depth of 15 km.  The 
progression of solutions through multiple iterations are evaluated here to observe how the 
solution response changes as ICA progresses and the problem is increasingly overfit.  The 
visualization of this model can be seen in Figure 2.11. 

3.1.1.1 Analysis 1: Perfect Information with Assumed No Error 

The simple synthetic model shows that overfitting does not significantly impact the solution 
found by ICA.  Iteration 5 provides a solution that is the closest to the actual model, while 
the 6th and 7th iterations result in solutions that deviate from the system parameters.  The 8th 
iteration returns to solution that is very similar to the system structure. 
 The average likelihoods for all sets with more than 3000 models is 57.44%.  Each 
analysis shows a growth in likelihood at either iteration 5 or 6, and then declines afterwards, 
peaking in the 60% range.  These solutions with the highest likelihood unfortunately do not 
most closely reflect the actual condition, though they do indicate a correct trend alongside 
superfluous structures. 
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Table 3.1 – Summary Information for Synthetic Model 1 with 4 Layers 

 

3.1.1.1.1 Iteration 4 – 9 Layers 

Iteration 4 does not closely match the actual structure and only provides 2 possible solutions.  
It can be seen that the two models share much in common. 

 

Figure 3.1 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.2 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Parameter likelihoods. 
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The parameter likelihoods shown in Figure 3.2 show exactly which regions are similar 
between the 2 possible solutions.  It is apparent that the two models are similar for more than 
half of the depth.  This implies that the two models will have identical likelihoods that are 
greater than 50%. 

The MT responses of the solutions can be seen to track very closely with the 
measurement, especially with such short error bars. 

 

Figure 3.3 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Solution MT responses. 

Table 3.1 indicates that even though the two possible solutions have identical 
likelihoods, their fitnesses are actually different from one another. 

 

Figure 3.4 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Solution likelihoods. 
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3.1.1.1.2 Iteration 5 – 11 Layers 

Iteration 5 shows how the next set of solutions impact the outcome of the analysis.  More 
variation can be found in the model parameters.  Notice how the most-likely parameter values 
approximate those of the actual structure.  There is a considerable disparity between the best-
fit model and the most-likely model. 

 

Figure 3.5 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Parameters. 

Between 500 and 2000 m depths, the models are generally split between two different 
sets of possible resistivity; but the depths where the disparity occurs generally agrees with 
the depth of the high-resistivity body. 

 

Figure 3.6 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Parameter likelihoods. 
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Figure 3.7 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Model MT Responses. 

The distribution of the possible solution likelihoods appears to discretize into a certain 
number of groups.  At this 5th iteration, it appears that there are effectively 3 different levels 
of likelihood: mid-40’s percent, high-30’s percent, and high 20’s percent.  It is unknown at 
this point how similar each of these models are to each other (the analysis has not yet been 
performed), but it would be expected that the models with a similar likelihood share many 
of the same points.  These likelihoods are generally spread evenly across the fitnesses, 
though the lowest likelihoods occupy the worst-fit half in this case. 

 

Figure 3.8 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Likelihoods. 

3.1.1.1.3 Iteration 6 – 13 Layers 

Iteration 6 shows the expected response of overfitting – where superfluous features 
begin to appear as the most-likely structures.  This is an indication that many of the newest 
models are similar enough to each other that they outweigh the previous solutions.  It appears 
that the solution favors decreasing the thickness of the first high-resistivity body to allow a 
shallower, narrower high-resistivity body to appear in the analysis. 
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Figure 3.9 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.10 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihoods. 

Much of the variance in models appears to occur around 750 m depth and 5000 m 
depth. 

 

Figure 3.11 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Model MT Responses. 
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Figure 3.12 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

3.1.1.1.4 Iteration 7 – 15 Layers 

Compared to Iteration 6, it is interesting to see how the most-likely model has changed 
again.  It has gone from an extreme overfitting deviation, to a better approximation of the 
actual structure.  The most-likely solution’s shallow high-resistivity body is still not as thick 
as the actual structure, but the shallower body that compensates has become much narrower 
and less pronounced.  Even though the best-fit solution is not the most likely, it actually 
appears to approximate the structure quite closely. 

 

Figure 3.13 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Possible Solution Parameters. 
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Figure 3.14 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.15 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Model MT Responses. 

A close look at Figure 3.15 above shows what sort of variance the models are 
generating in their MT response.  The zero-slope points in the apparent resistivity show the 
widest bundles of model responses while the phase shift shows its largest variance at the 
high-frequency boundary of the plot.  This becomes much more apparent in Analysis 2 and 
Analysis 3 where larger error bounds are considered. 
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Figure 3.16 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

Even though the best-fit model provides a good approximation of the structure, it falls 
into quite a small likelihood of occurrence. 

3.1.1.1.5 Iteration 8 – 17 Layers 

Where Iteration 8 should show the most overfitting error, the most-likelihood model 
returns to a very similar model as it did in Iteration 5, which does approximate the structure.  
Interestingly, the best-fit solution appears to follow a very similar route (and is subsequently 
hidden for much of the plot), but a large difference of likelihood is calculated between the 
two models.  This is likely due to discretization error, where a boundary line in the 
discretization separates the two models.  Utilizing a clustering algorithm would alleviate this 
problem and provide more realistic likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.17 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Possible Solution Parameters. 
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Figure 3.18 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.19 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Model MT Responses. 

 

Figure 3.20 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Possible Solution Likelihoods 
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3.1.1.2 Analysis 2: Perfect Information with Assumption of Error 

Because the error bars are widened in this solution set, more possible solutions are found 
earlier since the models do not need to converge to such a specific shape.  This increases the 
overall variance in the resulting models yielding a lower overall likelihood in the end.  Most-
likely solutions tend to show the correct shape of the structure, though the depths of the step 
changes are consistently missed.  With the solution of more synthetic models, it would be 
helpful to see to within what depth accuracy that ICA tends to find these structures to provide 
an uncertainty with the measurement.  Even though the measurement is itself “perfect,” the 
increased reported error decreases the overall likelihood of finding the right model. 

3.1.1.2.1 Iteration 3 – 7 Layers 

With only 7 layers, a large number of possible solutions are found.  In this case, the 
most-likely solution underestimates the thickness of the shallower high-resistivity body, but 
overestimates the depth of the deeper high-resistivity body. 

 

Figure 3.21 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 3; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.22 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 3; Parameter likelihoods. 
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Figure 3.23 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 3; Model MT Responses. 

Much more variance can already be seen in the MT responses of the possible solutions.  
Most of the variance can be attributed to the apparent resistivity, even though the error bars 
are comparatively short compared to the phase shift.  While this may be attributed to the 
large weighting factor applied to the phase shift in the LSS calculation for the gradient 
descent objective function, Model 4 Analysis 1 shown in Section 3.1.3.1 shows the contrary 
– where more variation occurs in the phase shift. 

 

Figure 3.24 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 3; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

The likelihoods in this analysis do not appear to belong to broadly applicable ranges 
as in Analysis 1.  Though there are a few independent (ie, low-likelihood) solutions that 
appear with good fitness, most models maintain a high likelihood.  The worst-fit models do 
show a trailing off of likelihood. 
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3.1.1.2.2 Iteration 4 – 9 Layers 

Iteration brings more variation in model parameters and likelihoods, but the most-liely 
model still maintains a reasonable semblance to the actual structure.  While the shallow high-
resistivity body still maintains a underestimated thickness (and over-estimated resistivity), 
the deeper high-resistivity body still overestimates the thickness while approximating the 
resistivity accurately.  The resistivity down to 500 m is identical to the actually structure. 

 

Figure 3.25 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 4; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.26 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 4; Parameter likelihoods. 
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Figure 3.27 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 4; Model MT Responses. 

The apparent resistivity shows considerable variation.  It shows some flaring at the 
low-frequency boundary, and the most dissimilitude where the slope of the response is zero.  

The variance at the phase shift’s high-frequency bound can be seen in Figure 3.27.  
Though most of the rest of the phase shift remains similar to the other models, there is 
significant flaring at the boundary. 

 

Figure 3.28 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 4; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

3.1.1.2.3 Iteration 5 – 11 Layers 

The highest likelihood in Iteration 5 does not appear to change significantly from that 
found from Iteration 4.  The same aspects of accuracy and inaccuracy remain between the 
two.  With the addition of more models, more agree with that solution as the overall 
likelihood of that solution increases from Iteration 4 to Iteration 5. 
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Figure 3.29 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.30 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 5; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.31 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 5; Model MT Responses. 
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Figure 3.32 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

 

3.1.1.2.4 Iteration 6 – 13 Layers 

Iteration 6 also maintains the same features in the most-likely solution as found in 
Iteration 4 and 5.  The continued addition of models, though, mostly disagree with this 
assessment as the overall likelihood of the solution falls again.  Even so, the fact that this 
solution remains intact for multiple iterations provides a scope of how closely a model can 
be expected to fit the structure with the given error. 

 

Figure 3.33 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Parameters. 
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Figure 3.34 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.35 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Model MT Responses. 

 

Figure 3.36 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Likelihoods 
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3.1.1.3 Analysis 3: Imperfect Information with Assumption of Error 

Close inspection of the measurements show that they vary along the y-axis, though it is most 
pronounced in the phase shift due to the still short length of the error bars in the MT response 
graph.  This variation causes ICA to require more iterations before finding possible solutions.  
Because the variation is random and not correlated to frequency, adjacent measurements may 
have error that offsets the point from each other.  This makes it more difficult for a smooth 
response to fit within all the error bars.  This effectively decreases the actual error, which 
allows the likelihood to remain relatively high since the variation allowed in possible 
solutions is artificially reduced.  It would be expected that real data would have correlated 
errors.  In support of this is the relatively narrow band that the possible solutions adhere to in 
the MT response. 

3.1.1.3.1 Iteration 4 – 9 Layers 

Because the possible solutions are more selective, less solutions are found from early 
iterations.  The complex solutions that have been accepted appear to resolve the parameters 
for the first 1000 m quite well, though additional features are resolved that do not reflect the 
structure. 

 

Figure 3.37 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 4; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.38 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 4; Parameter likelihoods. 
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Figure 3.39 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 4; Model MT Responses. 

 

Figure 3.40 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 4; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

In spite of the variance, the 5 resulting models do have a considerable number of 
parameters in common.  Again, the best-fit model does not equate with the most-likely 
model. 

3.1.1.3.2 Iteration 5 – 11 Layers 

The most likely solution from Iteration 5 begins to resolve many of the correct 
features, though some superfluous regions to remain. 
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Figure 3.41 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.42 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 5; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.43 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 5; Model MT Responses 

It is apparent that the model responses remain considerably tighter than in Analysis 2. 
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Figure 3.44 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 5; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

3.1.1.3.3 Iteration 6 – 13 Layers 

Overfitting appears to become a more serious problem once error is introduced into 
the actual measurements.  Though much of the structure does not make physical sense, the 
general scope of resistivity step-changes is maintained within a certain depth range.  It 
appears that MT analyses are more sensitive to depth than to resistivity values themselves.  
The likelihood value does reflect the variance of the solutions, though, as the maximum 
likelihood value is lower than those of Analyses 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 3.45 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Parameters. 
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Figure 3.46 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.47 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Model MT Responses 

  

Figure 3.48 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Likelihoods 
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3.1.2 Model 2 and Model 3 – Intermediate Model with Small Difference 

The comparison between Model 2 and 3 serves to provide an understanding what 
degree of depth and resistivity can be resolved by MT analysis.  This study is brief and could 
easily have been expanded to vary the depths of the introduced body as well as comparing 
whether an anomalously high resistivity body would be easier or more difficult to detect 
than an anomalously low resistivity body.  In this sense, the study shown here is incomplete, 
but does propose a method of showing how such an anomaly impacts the solution.  Only the 
6th iteration of each Analysis is presented, providing overfit solution with 13 Layers 
compared to the 7- and 8-Layer models analyzed. 

Table 3.2 and  
Table 3.3 below show the summary information about these models.  Interestingly, 

the model with the 40 Ωm intrusion shows significantly better likelihoods and fitness in later 
iterations for both Analysis 1 and 3.  The same trend applies to the fitness in Analysis 2, 
though the model without the intrusion has s slightly higher likelihood. 

Table 3.2 – Summary Information for Synthetic Model 2 with 7 Layers 
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Table 3.3 – Summary Information for Synthetic Model 3 with 8 Layers 

 

3.1.2.1 Analysis 1: Perfect Information with Assumed No Error 

This set of analyses shows the results of the model with and without the 40 Ωm intrusion at 
2.5 km depth.  MT is not able to evaluate such a small feature regardless of the analysis.  The 
ideal response of both models is compared to show what differences exist between the two.  
The small disparity shows how the inclusion of any realistic error would be of a greater 
magnitude than the difference in the ideal response. 
 It is interesting to note how with such a subtle change, Model 3 allows for significantly 
more possible solutions than Model 2 when using an identical algorithm.  Even so, the 
structure down to nearly 3000 m is consistent with the most-likely solution for both synthetic 
models. 

 

Figure 3.49 Synthetic Model 2; Possible Solution Parameters in Analysis 1. 
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Figure 3.50 Synthetic Model 3; Possible Solution Parameters in Analysis 1. 

 

Figure 3.51 Synthetic Model 2; Analysis 1 parameter likelihood distribution 

 

Figure 3.52 Synthetic Model 3; Analysis 1 parameter likelihood distribution. 
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Figure 3.53 Synthetic Model 2; Possible Solution MT responses in Analysis 1. 

 

Figure 3.54 Synthetic Model 3; Possible Solution MT responses in Analysis 1. 

The ideal responses for both Model 2 (Figure 3.53) and Model 3 (Figure 3.54) can be 
seen to be quite similar.  The differences seen in these ideal responses provide the ability to 
evaluate with what degree of error is MT unable to distinguish any differences.  Figure 3.55 
shows this difference between the ideal model responses (Model 2 values subtracted from 
Model 3 values).  The greatest difference in resistivity is where Model 2’s response is 1.4 
Ωm greater than Model 3’s response at around 2 Hz.  The greatest difference in phase shift 
is where Model 3’s response is 0.2° (.003 radians) greater than Model 2’s response around 
7 Hz.  Given that the error, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, has a standard deviation of 1.5 Ωm 
and 1.5 degrees added to the reported error, the amount of error in the measurement likely 
far outweighs the difference between the two models.  By adding error, the 40 Ωm feature 
should not be distinguishable. 

While this is true for a low-resistivity layer between two higher-resistivity layers, no 
analysis has been performed for the opposite case where a high-resistivity layer is situated 
between two relatively low-resistivity layers.  This analysis should be done as a continuation 
of this thesis to see what resistivity, thickness, and depth values provide >2 Ωm or >2 degrees 
difference in MT response. 
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Figure 3.55 The difference between the ideal MT response of Model 2 and Model 3.   

 

Figure 3.56 Model 2 and Model 3 likelihood bar charts.  

The likelihoods between the two different models are considerably different.  It is 
suspected that the larger number of models that have been considered possible solutions in 
Model 3 are provided more models from the same parents, resulting in a saturation of similar 
features.  As has been seen before, the most-likely models do indicate that high-resistivity 
layers do exist, though the value and depths are not completely accurate. 

3.1.2.2 Analysis 2: Perfect Information with Assumption of Error 

As expected, the addition of error bounds does generally confound the data.  The 
overall likelihoods do shift down overall, and are similar between the two models.  Much 
more variance can be found in the possible solution responses in both the apparent resistivity 
and the phase shift.  The most-likely solutions at this 6th Iteration do retain some superfluous 
features, though the parameter likelihood distributions found in Figure 3.59 and Figure 3.60 
do indicate the regions where a high-resistivity body is likely to be found. 
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Figure 3.57 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 2; Possible Solution Parameters. 

 

Figure 3.58 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 2; Possible Solution Parameters 

 

Figure 3.59 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 2; Parameter Likelihood Distribution. 
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Figure 3.60 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 2; Parameter Likelihood Distribution. 

 

Figure 3.61 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 2; Model MT Responses.  

 

Figure 3.62 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 2; Model MT Responses. 
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Figure 3.63 Synthetic Model 2, and Model 3; Analysis 2 Model Likelihoods. 

The likelihoods appear to be more similar than in Analysis 1 between the two models.  
Model 2 shows a higher average likelihood, though Model 3 appears to have the overall 
highest likelihood. 

3.1.2.3 Analysis 3: Imperfect Information with Assumption of Error 

As seen before, the addition of error to the values has improved the ability of the most-
likely solution to approximate the actual structure.  As a result, the overall likelihoods for 
the model solutions are noticeably larger.  It can be seen in the Possible Solution Parameter 
graphs that there is much less variability in the possible parameter.  This would likely not 
be true if the errors had been correlated. 

 

Figure 3.64 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 3; Possible Solution Parameters 
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Figure 3.65 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 3; Possible Solution Parameters 

 

Figure 3.66 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 3; Parameter Likelihood Distribution. 

 

Figure 3.67 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 3; Parameter Likelihood Distribution. 
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Figure 3.68 Synthetic Model 2, Analysis 3; Model MT Responses. 

 

Figure 3.69 Synthetic Model 3, Analysis 3; Model MT Responses. 

 

Figure 3.70 Synthetic Model 2, and Model 3; Analysis 3 Model Likelihoods. 
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3.1.3 Model 4 – Complex Model 

Model 4 extends to a depth of 30 km with 20 layers of randomly assigned resistivities.  
This analysis is used to determine how many of the independent layers can be identified by 
ICA and MT.   

Table 3.4 – Summary Information for Synthetic Model 4 with 20 Layers 

 

3.1.3.1 Analysis 1: Perfect Information with Assumed No Error 

This analysis was taken out to 10 iteration (21 layers) without resulting in any possible 
solutions.  The analysis was still carried out to compute likelihoods of the non-solutions 
while a pedigree analysis was added to determine if less pruning might have improved the 
result.  All 10 iterations are shown to showcase how the ICA algorithm progresses “behind 
the scenes.”  Here is where the rate of convergence can be seen. 

3.1.3.1.1 Iteration 1 – 3 Layers 

The tight error bars require the solution to converge very closely to the structure to be 
considered a valid model.  The subtle resistivity changes create a difficult model response to 
match.  Even so, the 1st iteration is able to provide some general characteristic of the structure.  
The most-likely model spots the near-surface high-resistivity, while at least one other model 
approximates the deepest high-resistivity spike.  This is common behavior of the models, 
where mid-depth features do not resolve for several iterations. 

 

Figure 3.71 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 1; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.72 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 1; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

The model responses in Figure 3.73 show the incremental improvement that ICA uses 
to search the parameter space.  Because it tries to approximate the shape from all angles of 
parameters, the models approach the shape of the measurement from both “above” and 
“below.”  The apparent resistivity appears relatively easy to find a match (in spite of the 
large weighting given to the phase shift).  The phase shift shows no great fits; but a weak 
approximation is allowed for the first iteration. 

 

Figure 3.73 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 1; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.74 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 1; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

With so few models, the model likelihoods can’t provide any statistical information, though 
there is still not correlation between most likely and best-fit models.  The pedigree chart for 
the first solution shows no real information – the starting location from the permutation matrix 
is arbitrary.  What is important is that future pedigree charts should ideally maintain these 8 
models through several iterations. 

3.1.3.1.2 Iteration 2 – 5 Layers 

Iteration 2 shows the progression of improvement of the model population.  The general trend 
is to fill in details about the parameters from the deepest portion towards the surface.  It 
appears the most likely model is the same as in Iteration 1, while the best-fit solution does 
show the presence of a high-resistivity structure though it misses the depth. 

 

Figure 3.75 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 2; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.76 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 2; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

Already by the second iteration, the shape of the phase shift is much more closely 
approximated, though the actual values and fitness are far off.  A greater variety can be seen 
in the apparent resistivity as tradeoffs are being made between fitting the apparent resistivity 
and phase shift responses. 

 

Figure 3.77 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 2; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.78 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 2; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 
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It is difficult to see, but all 8 of the passing models from Iteration 1 contribute to 
solution in Iteration 2.  These contribute to clusters of models at the 1.5 point that are 
clustered together based on their parent’s rank.  It is interesting to see that models from one 
cluster cross lines from models within other clusters.  Parents with good fitness do not 
always produce children of excellent fitness. 

3.1.3.1.3 Iteration 3 – 7 Layers 

Iteration 3 shows that the right parameter structure has been found that recreates the 
basic shape of the phase shift response, though some models still maintain some straight 
sections that bypass the measured response. 

 

Figure 3.79 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 3; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.80 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 3; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.81 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 3; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.82 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 3; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

The high likelihood shown is interesting given the amount of variability that is shown 
in the model responses.  The large number of parents that are still related to possible 
solutions also indicate that there is considerable diversity in the models.  Even so, no models 
fit well enough to be considered “possible solutions.” 

3.1.3.1.4 Iteration 4 – 9 Layers 

Iteration 4 begins to show some discrimination of the models based on existing 
features in the structure.  The small differences in resistivity are not picked up very well, 
though the high-resistivity discontinuities do have similar shapes developed in both the 
most-likely model and the best-fit model. 
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Figure 3.83 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.84 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

Iteration 4 shows the responses tightening around the measurement data.  While none 
provide a great fit, the models provide a much better approximation of the phase shift shape.  
The apparent resistivity seems to be matched fairly well. 

 

Figure 3.85 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.86 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 4; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

At this point, only one parent remains from Iteration 1.  Either the other 7 models were 
incapable of providing a better fit, or the pruning method has been too severe and 
prematurely removed models that may have yielded a better structure.  11 models remain 
from Iteration 2. 

3.1.3.1.5 Iteration 5 – 11 Layers 

Iteration 5 shown that a lot of the variability that is shown around the deeper high-
resistivity body is offset considerably in depth.  This provides some evidence that the 
pruning method removed a parent who was close to providing information about that 
structure.  Even so, the process of ICA should be able to shift those parameters so long as 
the measurement data is correct. 

 

Figure 3.87 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.88 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

By iteration 5, the responses are following very closely, with only models that follow 
nearly exactly being carried into the next iteration.  Still, there is some spillover in the phase 
shift. 

 

Figure 3.89 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.90 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 5; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

The overall likelihoods have begun to decrease.  The pedigree chart is showing that 5 
parents from Iteration 2 remain. 
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3.1.3.1.6 Iteration 6 – 13 Layers 

Iteration 6 shows that the speed at which the models are converging on the shape of 
the measurement is slowing considerably.  The models that have survived this far appear to 
concentrate away from the high-resistivity layer around 4km and indicate that the high-
resistivity body is actually at 5km, instead.  The 1km deep high-resistivity layer still incites 
a large amount of uncertainty.  

 

Figure 3.91 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.92 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.93 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.94 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 6; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

3.1.3.1.7 Iteration 7 – 15 Layers 

The model parameters found in Iteration 7 shows a large degree of uncertainty 
regarding the depth of the small shallow high-resistivity body that resides at 1000 m.  
Incidentally, the model responses appear to give a very good fit, though there must be just 
enough of a difference to prevent any possible solutions from being resolved. 

 

Figure 3.95 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.96 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 
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By iteration 7, it is difficult to tell that any of the model responses fall outside the error 
bars.  Looking closely at the phase shift’s lowest frequency, a flaring of the response curves 
can be seen.  This flaring can be seen with solution sets as well and appears to be a prominent 
feature in both the apparent resistivity and the phase shift.  This flaring also shows that ICA 
is searching a variety of parameters to generate the fit – and is capable of adjusting the slopes 
of the response curves at the frequency boundaries to match the data.  This has implications 
when the response curves don’t appear to change any more, and is discussed further in 
Section 3.2.2. 

 

Figure 3.97 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.98 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 7; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

 The likelihoods of the models appear to be high because the variation is confined to a 
small area of the parameter space.  The pedigree chart shows that only one parent remains 
from Iteration 4 and only five parents remain from Iteration 5 that yield models to be passed 
on. 

3.1.3.1.8 Iteration 8 – 17 Layers 

Iteration 8 shows very little change from Iteration 7.  
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Figure 3.99 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.100 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.101 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.102 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 8; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

3.1.3.1.9 Iteration 9 – 19 Layers 

Iteration 9 shows very little change from Iteration 8.  

 

Figure 3.103 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 9; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.104 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 9; Parameter likelihood of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.105 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 9; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.106 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 9; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

3.1.3.1.10 Iteration 10 – 21 Layers 

Iteration 10 is as far as the analysis for this synthetic model was taken.  Neither the 
most-likely nor the best-fit models appear to provide any relevant information about the 
system structure, even though more layers were provided than layers in the model. 

 

Figure 3.107 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 10; Model Parameter of non-solutions. 
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Figure 3.108 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 10; Parameter likelihood of non-
solutions. 

 

Figure 3.109 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 10; Model MT responses of non-solutions. 

 

Figure 3.110 Model 4, Analysis 1, Iteration 10; Model Likelihoods and Pedigree 

After 10 iterations, still not possible solutions have been found.  It is feasible that 
possible solutions would begin to be generated at a later iteration. The pedigree chart does 
show that the pruning appears to be removing a significant number of parents only a couple 
generations above the current solution.  This behavior indicates that the metaparameters 
chosen are likely pruning too aggressively for the measurements provided. 
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3.1.3.2 Analysis 2: Perfect Information with Assumption of Error 

The addition of error to the algorithm’s expectation provides for many models to be 
accepted as possible solutions.  It can be seen that though the model parameters have not 
been found exactly, the uncertainties still encompass the regions that the model should be 
able to pick out.  It is likely that continuing the algorithm for further iterations would 
improve the output.  For a system this complex, underfit models do not provide a good 
enough approximation. 

 

Figure 3.111 Model 4, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Model Parameters 

 

Figure 3.112 Model 4, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihoods 
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Figure 3.113 Model 4, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Model MT responses. 

 

Figure 3.114 Synthetic Model 1, Analysis 2, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Likelihoods 

3.1.3.3 Analysis 3: Imperfect Information with Assumption of Error 

The most-likely model is able to pick out the correct depths of the shallow high-
resistivity body when error is added to the measurements as well.  As mentioned before, this 
is likely due to the uncorrelated nature of the error as applied to the synthetic models. 

 

Figure 3.115 Model 4, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Model Parameters 
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Figure 3.116 Model 4, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Parameter likelihoods. 

 

Figure 3.117 Model 4, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Model MT responses. 

 

Figure 3.118 Synthetic Model 4, Analysis 3, Iteration 6; Possible Solution Likelihoods 
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3.1.4 Synthetic Model Summary 

The synthetic models show the ICA provides a negative feedback mechanism for overfitting 
where superfluous structures tend to be ignored because it is unlikely that multiple models 
will overfit to the exact same parameters.  The synthetic models indicate that relatively simple 
models can be determined in spite of typical errors.   

High resolution features cannot be easily determined, even after enough complexity 
has been added to ideally see those features, the non-uniqueness can prevent those features 
from being resolved.  Simple models show very good agreement with the actual features 
down to around 2 km, where much of the variability occurs.  With complex models, ICA 
solutions can indicate that large resistivity changes exist, but is unable to resolve the depth at 
which they occur. 
 In some cases, the addition of error expectation for the algorithm allowed for an 
improvement in the ability of the algorithm to match the system structure, though the 
additional variety in the possible solutions would reduce the overall likelihood.  Pruning was 
only recognized to be too aggressive in the case of a complex model where the measurements 
are known to be too exact. 
 The results of the models with imperfect information and expected error provided 
issues in analysis due to the error being applied randomly.  This uncorrelated error allowed 
the algorithm to fit proxy models within the boundaries, improving the quality of the 
solutions.  It is expected that errors experienced in the field will be correlated and will not 
provide this advantage. 
 In most cases, it appears that MT ICA is able to resolve large general details about the 
resistivity of depths to near 30 km.  These general details indicate that there exist 
discontinuous resistivity boundaries, though the value of the resistivity, the depth, and 
thickness of those bodies are subject to significant variation.  This variation can be studied 
further with more algorithm development and testing to see what the statistical error the most-
likely solution provides versus the known system structure. 

3.2 Þeistareykir Analysis 

This section details the results regarding the Þeistareykir data and the two cross-sections that 
were analyzed using ICA.  There is considerable agreement between the 3D inversion done 
by Karlsdóttir et al (2012) and the data shown by ICA.  Along with some differences, ICA is 
able to indicate the likelihood that what it shows is the actual condition.  The ICA computation 
also has provided evidence that more error exists in the measurement data than is reported by 
the instrumentation. 

3.2.1 2D Constructions using 1D Inversion 

Identical data as that shown for the Synthetic Models was analyzed for the real data 
received from ÍSOR regarding the geothermal field at Þeistareykir.  While similar graphs 
could be shown, it is not deemed valuable for this thesis as the spatial variance of the data is 
where the primary utility of this data comes into play.  Because the Synthetic Models have 
shown that the Most-Likely solutions tend to show better consistency with the structure 
being measured than the Best-Fit model, compiling 2D cross sections of Þeistareykir were 
completed using the Most-Likely Solutions. 
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The North-South cross-section measurements span a range of 9 km utilizing 
measurements 10, 14, 102, 33, 32, 31, 29, 30, 27, and 24, from South to North.  All but three 
measurements provided more than 3000 possible solutions.  Measurements 14 and 24 
provided some possible solutions, but less than 3000.  Measurement 10 did not provide any 
possible solutions.  As a result, the results shown in Figure 3.120 only span 8 km. 

The East-West cross-section measurements span a range of 7 km utilizing 
measurements 124, 123, 107, 102, 101, 111, 109, and 108, from West to East.  This cross-
section was fraught with several bad measurements, severely impacting the quality of the 
data.  Measurements 124, 107, 109, and 108 all were not even able to find any possible 
solutions after 8 iterations (17 Layers). In order to generate the plots spatially, a background 
color had to be chosen to complete the data.  The E-W ICA cross-section, therefore, shows 
a uniform high-resistivity at -3 km, -1 km, and 3 km.  The gradients shown around these 
locations are artifacts of not having other data. 

The 3000 measurement limit is an arbitrarily chosen number of measurements that 
may indicate some degree of statistical nature to the solutions.  The reason for choosing it is 
that most of the measurement data were able to surpass this within 6 iterations with ease, 
while a few performed anomalously low.  Appendix B is available specifically for the review 
of this threshold and how other parameters influence the behavior of ICA. 

The ICA inversion shown here also does not include adjustments for the topology of 
the surface.  These differences are considered to be small given the scale of the entire 
analysis region. 

The 2D cross sections are generated by placing the most-likely solution for each 
measurement side-by-side and applying a gradient shade to the graphic to supply the 
interpolation and smoothing of values. 

The data shown from the ICA inversion does not include any TEM sounding 
information to counteract any static shift in the MT measurement.   

3.2.1.1 North-South Cross Section 

The North-South cross-section from Karlsdóttir et al (2012) can be compared to the 
ICA cross-sections of the same data in Figure 3.119 through Figure 3.123.  There are distinct 
similarities between the two inversions.  Figure 3.124 shows the likelihood of each solution 
and how the likelihood is distributed across the measurement space.  The border 
measurements at -4 and 4 km are measurements THR14 and THR 24, respectively.  While 
a solution was retrieved for each of these measurement locations, the lack of variety is not 
taken as realistic likelihoods and are assigned 0 likelihood so as to not be falsely interpreted. 
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Figure 3.119 Karlsdóttir et al (2012, p. 86) 2D North-South cross-section showing 
depth of 5 km. 

 

Figure 3.120 ICA 2D North-South cross-section showing depth of 5 km. 
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Figure 3.121 Karlsdóttir et al (2012, p. 86) 2D North-South cross-section showing 
depth of 14 km. 

 

Figure 3.122 ICA 2D North-South cross-section showing depth of 14 km. 
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Figure 3.123 ICA 2D North-South cross-section showing depth of 25 km. 

 

Figure 3.124 Likelihood of solutions as function of N-S distance. 

Figure 3.123 shows the full depth of the ICA inversion at each of the measurement 
locations.  It is easy to see that some resistivity profiles allowed resolution to different 
depths.  For this set of measurements of the Þeistareykir field, the depths ranged between 
depths of 18 to 27.5 km.  This indicates that the 25 km starting point chosen for ICA may 
be too low to capture all solutions and that the 160 km depth assumed by Karlsdóttir et al 
(2012) is excessively deep for real systems. 
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3.2.1.2 East-West Cross Section 

The East-West cross-section is more difficult to compare due to the inclusion of poor 
measurements.  In spite of the bad data, similarities can be seen between the Karlsdóttir et al 
(2012) cross-section and the ICA cross section.   

 

Figure 3.125 Karlsdóttir et al (2012, p. 130) 2D East-West cross-section showing 
depth of 5 km.  

  

Figure 3.126 ICA 2D East-West cross-section showing depth of 5 km. 
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Figure 3.127 Karlsdóttir et al (2012, p. 130) 2D East-West cross-section showing 
depth of 14 km. 

  

Figure 3.128 ICA 2D East-West cross-section showing depth of 14 km. 
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Figure 3.129 ICA 2D East-West cross-section showing depth of 25 km. 

 

Figure 3.130 Likelihood of solutions as function of E-W distance. 

 
Figure 3.129 shows the full depth of the ICA inversion at each of the measurement 

locations in the E-W cross-section.  Like the North-South cross-section, it is easy to see that 
some resistivity profiles allowed resolution to different depths.  These depths ranged 
between depths of 18 to 23 km.  Figure 3.130 shows the spatial distribution of the likelihood 
measurements. 

The ICA cross-section indicates that some of the features that appear at -1 km in the 
3D inversion may be falsely identified, especially given the low quality of the measurements 
from that location. 
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3.2.2 Underestimated Measurement Error 

Measurement site THR124 did not produce any acceptable solutions and pruned away 
all candidate models after 4 iterations.  Examination of the progression of MT responses of 
the accepted models from each iteration appear to indicate that the curvatures produced by 
the data points are likely to be caused by an external noise source rather than solely by the 
subsurface structure.  To test this hypothesis, all of the accepted models at each iteration 
were superimposed into 50, 150, and 250 layer systems that maintained an identical 
resistivity structure.  A gradient descent optimization was applied to each model where each 
parameter was allowed to shift independently.  The increase in degrees of freedom required 
more computation time, but would allow the models to approximate the extreme curvature 
if it were feasible.  No models were able to produce the same shape seen in the measurement 
data. 

The analysis data is shown here after 4 iterations (9 Layers) of processing.  When 
processing the Pruning step, all incumbent models were pruned away for not producing a 
good enough fit to be allowed to continue. 

 

Figure 3.131 Model Parameters for THR124 at iteration 4. 

 

Figure 3.132 Parameter likelihoods of THR124 at iteration 4. 

The variety that can be seen in Figure 3.131 shows that ICA is searching a very broad 
space to try to fit the model responses to the measurement.  Figure 3.133 shows that the 
measurement is a very difficult shape to create.  While it is possible that a complex 3D 
subsurface structure could be responsible for the measurement, the discrepancy is so severe 
that it appears more likely to be some noise in the measurement. 
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Figure 3.133 MT responses of models from THR124 at iteration 4. 

 
Similar behavior, though less pronounced, was seen while processing the data from 

measurements THR10, THR107, THR108, THR109, THR14, and THR24.  The lack of 
possible solutions prevented any reasonable insight into the posterior probability for the 
model parameters at these locations.  Each of these measurements used ICA over 8 iterations 
to see if the additional complexity might be able to find some reasonable results, though still 
none were found.  Figures Figure 3.134 – Figure 3.137 below show the model responses of 
the passing models in the 8th iteration for each measurement. 

 

Figure 3.134 MT response curves for THR10 after 8 iterations. 
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Figure 3.135 MT response curves for THR107 after 8 iterations. 

 

Figure 3.136 MT response curves for THR108 after 8 iterations. 

 

Figure 3.137 MT response curves for THR109 after 8 iterations. 

While the fits of each of these is actually pretty good, a close inspection finds several 
inflection points and slopes that are not manageable by the parameters.  It is feasible that 
these slopes could be caused by 3-dimensional effects.  Another possibility is that the 
reported error is simply too small to account for real variation.  As has been shown by the 
synthetic models, larger error bounds translate into lower likelihoods, but may be more 
realistic. 
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It is of interest to compare the same 8th iteration response of those measurements that 
only showed a few possible solutions with the responses of the possible solutions that were 
found after 6 iteration to understand how different the solutions appear from the failed 
models. 

 

Figure 3.138 Non-solution MT response curves for THR14 after 8 iterations. 

 

Figure 3.139 Possible solution MT response curves for THR14 after 6 iterations. 
 

 

Figure 3.140 Non-solution MT response curves for THR24 after 8 iterations. 
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Figure 3.141 Possible solution MT response curves for THR24 after 6 iterations. 

3.3 Convergence 

While it is difficult to determine exactly how many iterations ICA should run in order to have 
a good enough set of possible solutions to be statistically relevant in determining the data 
reliability, the work that has been done using the synthetic models have been compared using 
the distribution of the fitness values of the continuing non-solution models.  Figures Figure 
3.142 - Figure 3.145 show the maximum and minimum fitness values for all of the non-
solution models that are to continue to the successive iteration.  The “Measurement ID” was 
used in recording data and are shown in these plots.  Table 2.2 in Section 2.3.1 provides the 
key to identify the analysis type. 

 

 

Figure 3.142 Synthetic Model 1 Max and Min Fitness values with progressive 
iterations. 
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Figure 3.143 Synthetic Model 2 Max and Min Fitness values with progressive 
iterations. 

 

 

Figure 3.144 Synthetic Model 3 Max and Min Fitness values with progressive 
iterations. 
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Figure 3.145 Synthetic Model 4 Max and Min Fitness values with progressive 
iterations. 

The progression of the fitness values seems to indicate that there is an asymptotic 
fitness values that is related to how much error is actually present and how much error is 
expected.  The anticipation of significant error, especially, provides the means for the models 
to asymptote more quickly by the 5th or 6th iteration (11 or 13 layers).  This implies for these 
cases that moving beyond 6 iterations is more likely to provide overfit solutions that do not 
provide much solution variation.  The amount of error will not allow greater resolution of 
the model parameters.  With the assumption of perfect information, Models 1 and 3 
asymptote at iteration 6, while Models 2 and 4 show continual improvement in fitness after 
the 8th and 10th iteration, respectively. 

The convergence of the maximum and minimum fitnesses indicate that the model 
response is no longer sensitive enough to making the models more complex.  By allowing 
more models to pass the pruning process, this convergence may be able to be extended even 
further, though this was not tested for this thesis, though there will be a limit to the 
complexity that can be added. 

While underdetermined inverse problems are well-known to have infinite non-unique 
solutions, by discretizing the parameter space and analyzing large sections of the parameter 
space, a boundary can be determined for the maximum number of layers that can provide 
information for a given amount of error obtained in measuring the system. 

With each successive iteration, the children models that are accepted are always better 
fit than their parents.  Once these parents begin to have response curves that approximate 
the actual shape of the measurement, more and more of the children will meet the error 
criteria for being considered a possible solution.  With a certain number of iterations, all 
children that have not been pruned for other reasons will satisfy the error criteria, leaving no 
more model to produce children.  This has been observed through the development of ICA 
on several occasions.  It is through the process of discretizing the parameter space and setting 
a finite error boundary that a finite number of solutions can be achieved. 
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Computational Expense 

All the models and solutions discussed in this section were processed using Google Cloud 
Compute (GCP).  A virtual computer was set up to run MatLab R2016b using Ubuntu 14.04.  
The GCP machine had 32 vCPUs (16 real cores) with 120 GB or RAM and 25 GB of storage 
capacity.  Though this is much better than the average desktop, it is modest in terms of 
computers dedicated to processing data. 
 With this setup, the N-S cross-section data was processed in 69.6 hours, the E-W 
cross-section data was processed in 58.5 hours, and all synthetic data was processed in 91.4 
hours.  The total data processing time for Elthis data (excluding algorithm development) was 
219.5 hours.  This averaged between 7 and 7.6 hours per measurement.  A conservative 
estimate to compute the entire Þeistareykir field would require 768 hours (32 days).  
Assuming that each measurement is processed to 6 iterations, the total inversion problem 
solves a 1,313 (101 x 13) element system. 
 For comparison, Karlsdóttir et al (2012) used a 32-core computer with 132 GB of 
RAM to process the data shown, and the complete inversion took 1000 hours.  This model 
was comprised of 161,300 elements in an 83 x 67 x 29 element grid.  Ramirez et al (2005) 
solve a system of 28,800 elements from 128 measurements that would require 45 days of 
processing (1080 hours) on a computer with a single processor.  Unfortunately, no 
information on the complexity of the forward model for either is available. 
 The ICA code has not been written in its most computationally efficient form.  It is 
conceivable that a computer scientist could rewrite the code using a different programming 
language and utilize one or more GPU’s to speed up the processing by at least a magnitude. 

3.4 Data Reliability Summary 

Bratvold, Bickel, and Lohne (2009) describe how data reliability for a binary 
parameters has a minimum of 50%.  With a binary parameter, a data reliability of less than 
50% implies that the information gained favors the opposite of the measurement.  It is 
important to note that the MT parameters here are not binary parameters, but are continuous 
values. 

The average full-depth data reliability for the most-likely solutions for Analysis 1 was 
66.35%, for Analysis 2 was 62.08%, and for Analysis 3 was 77.37%.  This includes only 
those possible solution sets with more than 3000 models.  It was expected that the reliability 
would decrease once error was expected and again once when error was introduced into the 
measurement.  Because the error added was truly Gaussian and that adjacent frequency 
errors were not correlated, it is suspected that adjacent errors moved in opposite directions 
of their respective mean, thereby reducing the ability for solutions that did not fit the center 
to be accepted.  This can be seen by the reduction of the numbed of cumulative possible 
solutions in Analysis 3 compared to the other Analyses. 

The average data reliability achieved by the best-fit solutions for Analysis 1 was 
56.43%, for Analysis 2 was 42.54%, and for Analysis 3 was 58.96%.  These values are 
significantly smaller than those of the most-likely solution. 

To summarize the full-depth data reliability across both synthetic models and real data, 
the average data reliability of most-likely solutions is 63.59% while the average data 
reliability of best-fit solutions is 49.89%. 
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 Alternately, because most drilling will occur at depth shallower than 3000m, the same 
reliability calculation can be made to find the possible solution that shares the most 
parameters in common with other models only down to 3000m.  Only iterations are 
considered with more than 3000 models as was done above. 

The average 3000m depth most-likely solution data reliability for Analysis 1 was 
83.99%, for Analysis 2 was 64.17%, and for Analysis 3 was 89.60%. 

The average 3000m depth best-fit model data reliability for Analysis 1 was 78.89%, 
for Analysis 2 was 43.28%, and for Analysis 3 was 61.37%. 

Comparing the 3000m depth solutions for both synthetic models and real data yields 
an overall most-likely data reliability of 68.71% and an overall best-fit data reliability of 
53.77%. 
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Chapter 4 

4Discussion 

In this section, the future of the algorithm is discussed.  Its usefulness is contrasted with 
weaknesses that have been uncovered through its implementation.  This analysis lends itself 
to providing the reader with an idea of what else would be needed to develop the algorithm 
into a useful tool. 

4.1 Algorithm Utility 

The development of the ICA algorithm has provided a broad set of information about 
the processing of MT data and revealed some tacit assumptions that have been made by 
previous inversion methods about MT data that should be revised. 

The error reported by the measurement instrument is not sufficient to describe all 
uncertainties associated with the measurement.  While Gamble et al (1979) do describe 
advantages associated with using a remote reference when taking MT soundings, it doesn’t 
appear that the error measurement is capable of capturing all sources of error.  Analysis of 
THR124 appears to indicate this as the shape of the measurement could not be replicated 
using only a geophysical forward problem.  Because of this, the behavior of ICA can indicate 
when a measurement may be erroneous and need to be redone. 

The review of the synthetic models in this thesis indicate that ICA is capable of 
locating reasonable solutions.  Being a stochastic method, it is not expected that the 
algorithm be capable of picking the correct solutions every time; but should a variety of 
synthetic problems be run through the algorithm in the future, it would be expected to be 
able to yield a consistent number of correct solutions as the likelihood indicates. 

The algorithm provides an idea of what resolution should be expected from a given 
measurement.  It appears that MT has the capability of providing a reasonable resolution of 
around 13 layers most of the measurements that have been analyzed.  This is less than half 
of the assumed layers used in applied MT inversions.  Likewise, the distribution of depth 
shows that arbitrary depths in excess of 30 km are likely not reasonable for MT to be able 
to resolve. 

ICA’s treatment of discretized parameter space and unique treatment of error allow 
for the algorithm to have an end point.  The length of time required is dependent on the MT 
measurement quality, the metaparameters set, and the computer power that is available.  
Further research into the convergence properties of ICA would be able to review if this limit 
remains within a feasible range to be computed reasonably. 
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It is difficult to tell whether ICA is more or less computationally expensive than the 
existing inversion methods that were reviewed.  The only way to test this would be to analyze 
the same data set using both methods and compare the accuracy of the results of both.  The 
Karlsdóttir et al (2012) inversion utilized a non-stochastic method and was able to determine 
a similar output as ICA though they would use around the same amount of time to calculate 
on the same machine.  No comparable study using MCMC to solve an MT inverse problem 
was found.  Trainor-Guitton and Hoversten (2011) describe using MCMC on Controlled 
Source Electromagnetic (CSEM) measurements using two separate Markovian sampling 
techniques.  This paper benchmarked computation expense by using the number of function 
calls and the time to run the function once.   The CSEM paper required between 6500 and 
440,000 function calls, depending on how many samples are evaluated by the MCMC 
method.  At the 0.117 seconds per function call, these analyses for a 4-layer 1D resistivity 
structure require from between 0.2 and 14.3 hours per analysis on a single CPU.  Assuming 
the MT forward model used for ICA is of a similar computational expense, ICA is more 
computationally expensive. 

Defining the a priori information for ICA is significantly simpler than for MCMC 
since distributions for each parameter do not need to be identified.  Because of this 
simplicity, there is less opportunity to choose improper values that would negatively impact 
convergence or accuracy as with MCMC.  This advantage may be worth the additional 
expense. 

The intention of the ICA algorithm is to provide a method of stochastically solving 
underdetermined inverse problems using first principles so that assumptions can be avoided 
that may adversely affect the quality of the solution.  This thesis indicates that the traditional 
usage of fitness does not yield solutions with the highest likelihood of occurrence.  Choosing 
a drilling target based on stochastic most-likely solutions as have been presented provide an 
opportunity to improve the success rate of drilling.  Provided that the values found in this 
study are consistent with evaluations completed with a larger sample size and with other 
measurements, ICA could provide a 14% improvement in the initial drilling success rate of 
geothermal wells. 

4.2 Weaknesses in This Method 

A rigorous sensitivity analysis has not been completed to evaluate how sensitive the 
posterior distribution is to the chosen metaparameters.  The author suspects that the results 
should be insensitive to these changes, though the time required to compute and find 
solutions may be impacted.  While the pruning methods of ICA may be adjusted to allow 
for the available computing power, the quality of solutions with respect to these 
metaparameters has not yet been explored. 

One weakness involves the removal of the simplest solution.  From a simple solution, 
any child solutions would be suspect of overfitting as the parent solution yields a fit that fits 
within the error boundaries.  While this parent does exemplify a coarse structure that may 
be close to the real structure, when comparing it to future iterations, the parent is weighted 
equivalently to the multiplicity of offspring of less-fit non-solutions that now fit within the 
error bounds.  This creates a disadvantage for the least-complex solutions. 

 Not enough data has been evaluated to determine how many iterations would be 
considered sufficient to describe a system.  It may be possible to provide a check after each 
iteration to determine how the posterior distribution is changing once possible solutions have 
begun to be identified.  This check has not yet been implemented. 
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Initial testing of the ICA algorithm showed that allowing a possible solution to 
propagate child solutions saturates the solution space with the parent’s offspring within 2 to 
3 iterations.  Application of the same algorithm for more time with more computer resources 
to include more models would improve the robustness of the solution. 

Posterior calculation currently has hard cutoffs.  Like Ramirez et al (Ramirez, et al., 
2005), using a clustering algorithm would improve the quality of the posterior distribution. 

A rigorous mathematical model has not been provided to show mathematical proof of 
the algorithm’s operation.  The development and execution of this algorithm was driven 
primarily from the author’s intuition.  The path of this intuition has been described within 
this paper.  It may be possible to perform the same process with more efficient coding or 
algorithms. 

The synthetic model analysis did not check to see if the real condition existed within 
the set of solution models.  It would be useful to know if the actual conditions were found 
and what likelihood was assigned to that actual model. 

The likelihood calculation is currently set up so that it has a bias towards models that 
require deeper depths to match the parameters.  When computing the likelihood, the 
maximum depth of all solutions determines the number of elements that all models will be 
compared to.  As such, only the deepest models benefit from the addition across every 
model.  Models that terminate at shallower depths have a 0 probability when compared to 
the models that extend deeper.  If the probability was calculated such that it only took into 
account the depth of each individual model, they would exist the possibility of a plurality of 
solutions that achieve 100% likelihood: where 2 models are identical in structure, except 
one extends deeper. 

The nature of the error in the MT measurements is unknown.  If these errors are 
correlated, the likelihood of the most-likely models will be overestimated by ICA.  If these 
errors are independent, it is expected that the likelihood will at least be the reported value.  
More research into the sources of error and correct identification of error in the measurement 
is warranted. 

The data reliability number a presented is sensitive to the discretization size that is 
chosen for the parameter space.  While using a clustering algorithm will help alleviate this, 
the size of the “neighborhoods” that are included within the same cluster will have a similar 
effect.  As such, sensitivity to this discretization should be understood better such that a large 
sample size yields correct solutions commensurate with the reported data reliability.  

4.3 Future Research Opportunities 

Because the algorithm described in this thesis largely follows intuition regarding the 
exploration of the parameter space, following up this intuition with mathematical proof 
would be useful in finding and addressing further limitations. 

A 1D study has been presented.  A similar investigation into the 3D structure of the 
subsurface can be evaluated to indicate the tradeoff of spacing of MT measurements.  Closer 
measurements can decrease the measurement uncertainty to a point, but the degree of 
reduction is unknown.  Spatial variability of MT can be assessed to gain an understanding 
of the optimal spacing for MT soundings to obtain an appropriate resolution given the cost 
of the measurement. 
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 The initial steps to performing a value of information analysis have been shown in 
this thesis.  The same algorithm can be applied to other geophysical measurements to find 
the data reliability of other measurement methods.  The value of information for a reservoir 
can be compared to the cost and data reliability of each measurement type to optimize an 
exploration campaign.  

Adding in a pruning step that would mimic an expert review to assess model 
impossibilities would provide better quality results and would ease the computational 
expense of the algorithm. 

Changing the likelihood analysis from the discretized parameter space to a clustering 
algorithm would also improve the quality of the solution models. 

It would be interesting to find the solution that has the most in common with the 
structure and review it’s similarity to the other possible solutions at each iteration of the 
synthetic model – and to review how similar it is to the actual structure. 

It has been shown that the error value that has been reported for the .EDI files used in 
this report are underestimated.  A deeper look into the error present and the ability for MT 
with a remote reference to be able to detect noise and its accuracy would improve the overall 
quality of MT soundings. 

4.4 Data Reliability Assessment 

Overall, ICA has been shown to provide better estimates of likelihood than had 
previously existed.  Measurement data was compared with the likelihoods as calculated for 
models that were ranked by the model’s fitness for the full depth of all models.  This analysis 
has indicated that the “Best-Fit” model choice yields a likelihood of 49.89% for all iterations 
that terminate with more than 3000 possible solutions.  By comparison, the “Highest-
Likelihood” solutions yield an average likelihood of 63.59%. 

Qualitatively, more variability is seen across models at deeper depths.  Utilizing model 
parameters for depths to which a likely drill target exists could potentially improve the 
reliability of the MT measurements as the less-deep parameters tend to have less variation.  
By reducing the data reliability calculation to only observe the shallowest 3000m, the data 
reliabilities are shifted, yielding a most-likely model data reliability of 68.71% and a best-
fit data reliability of 53.77%. 

To get a better calculation of data reliability assessment, a large population of synthetic 
models would need to be generated and the full range of resulting maximum likelihoods 
would need to be evaluated.  Some amount of allowable error must be assigned to the 
resulting parameters, and the most-likely models would need to be scored as meeting the 
criteria or not.  From a large sample size, the percentage of synthetic models that were 
correctly characterized would provide a realistic value for the data reliability of MT 
measurements.  Different qualities of the synthetic models would be interesting to see – to 
determine if certain characteristics of models lead to improved data reliability. 
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While the Best-Fit Likelihood averaged around 50%, in order for this to be directly 
correlated to the drilling success rate, it must be assumed that the interpretation of the 
resistivity data is 100% accurate.  While studying this is outside the scope of this thesis, it 
can be assumed that the interpretation of the resistivity must be less due to the presence of 
fossil alterations that will show the desired resistivity profile, but will not show temperature.  
In addition to this, there are other measurements that can be made that should only improve 
the reliability of the data as more measurements show consistent readings.  If these 
measurements show disparate data, then the full data reliability (including interpretation 
error) of other measurements would need to be compared to see which measurements are 
most likely to be independently correct. 
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Chapter 5 

5Conclusion 

Iterative Complexity Addition provides a different approach to solving inverse 
problems.  Rather than predetermining the parameter resolution, the complexity addition 
steps allows the algorithm to find minimally complex solutions that would result in a 
response within the error margins of the measured data.  This provides some information 
about the resolution that a given measurement can provide about a system.  The plurality of 
solutions produced by the ICA algorithm allows for a statistical comparison of the credible 
solutions to identify the most likely set of parameter estimates with which to build a 
conceptual model of a geothermal system.  Compared to a MCMC process, ICA is still 
considerably computationally expensive.   The treatment of error, however, takes away the 
need to repeat calculations with multiple prior distributions to determine likelihood.  The 
algorithm has been tested with four synthetic models of varying complexities as well as 
measurement data taken from the Þeistareykir field in Northeast Iceland.  This analysis 
indicates that ICA is able to pick out better solutions than inversions that assume the 
improved fitness implies improved likelihood.  For all measurements taken where more than 
3000 possible solutions were found, ICA yielded most-likely solutions with an average 
likelihood of 63.59% for the full model depth.  By comparison, the likelihood of the best-fit 
solutions across the same dataset yielded a likelihood of 48.89%.  When limiting the 
calculation to a typical drilling range of 3km, the best-fit likelihood increases to 53.77% 
while the most-likely solution improves to a data reliability of 68.71%.  The data reliability 
improvement should have a direct impact on the drilling success rate. 

The geothermal industry is subject to slow development rates largely due to the large 
up-front risk associated with geothermal drilling and high initial costs.  It has been shown 
that using stochastic methods such as ICA to analyze measurement data can greatly improve 
the reliability of the solution.  This improvement can be realized as an increase in drilling 
success rates that would result in less risk in up-front geothermal investments as well as a 
decrease in environmental impact through a decrease in the number of unsuccessful wells. 
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Appendix A 

Code 

Code was written to perform ICA on MT measurements as described in the above thesis.  The 
code was written using MatLab 2016b.   

 

Main ICA Program 

Introductory Comments ............................................................................................. 117 
Inputs/Metaparameters .............................................................................................. 119 
Array Initialization .................................................................................................... 121 
Computation Cap Pruning ......................................................................................... 123 
Generate Permutation Matrix..................................................................................... 124 
Parallel Gradient Descent on All Models ................................................................... 125 
Sort models by fitness ............................................................................................... 126 
Start Pruning ............................................................................................................. 127 
Print Results .............................................................................................................. 130 
Evaluate Possible Solutions ....................................................................................... 131 
Save data in struct ..................................................................................................... 132 
Print Figures .............................................................................................................. 133 
Output Data File from Initial Data and Pruned Results .............................................. 134 

Introductory Comments 

% Iterative Complexity Addition (ICA) determine statistical data reliability of MT data in 

one dimension. 

 

% 

%   009 - added loop functionality to run x iterations with variable. 

%   1st iteration runs well without issue; 2nd iteration and beyond require 

%   adjustment to the Grid in order to calculate new Block locations. 

% 

%   010 - updated Grid usage for calculating Blocks (~line 224); 

%   requires update to ModRDGen. Creates incumbent Vold vector for model 

%   comparison to see how much improvement optimization provides (as method 

%   of removing "bad" models.  Removal method to be implemented later). 

% 

%   011 - added Annealing process to iterations so that new grids are 

%   generated without restricting possible values, but over multiple 

%   iterations are forced to converge.  Added exponential decay algorithm 

%   for reduction in allowable error with later iterations.  Values for 
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%   decay rate can be adjusted. 

% 

%   012 - added Sruct arrays to contain data generated from each iteration 

%   for later comparison and analysis. 

% 

%   013 - added segment to allow selection of top X models to carry into 

%   next iteration (for computational efficiency) - some work was done on 

%   012 before saving.  Added ID vector to each model to be able to track 

%   the parents of all the solutions.  ID will be a 2*iter row vector that 

%   identifies the permutation model (ModRD) index and the seed model 

%   (ModRDL) index. 

% 

%   014 - changed output Resistivity vs Depth graph to use horizontally 

%   shown areas to more accurately reflect actual status of resistivity and 

%   depth 

% 

%   015 - added flexibility to adjusting fitness cap; rearranged inputs; 

%   removed unused graphs; removed unused code 

% 

%   016 - adding V calculation to modelMT1Dvec.m to prepare for use of 

%   builtin optimization function 1stIt = 200 seconds. 

% 

%   016x - experimental attempt to use Matlab builtin optimization function 

%   for more efficient solution with gradient descent.  Function is 

%   operational, but lacks the same method as expected (that is, it doesn't 

%   target only the "Active Layer" for optimization, so moves all 

%   variables, and finds itself moving towards an inappropriate local 

%   optima. 1stIt = 10 seconds (fminsearch); 1stIt = 4 seconds (fminunc - 

%   but the optima are unexpected and do not reflect other results). 

% 

%   017 - Import for builtin function Active Layer and only optimizes on 

%   the active dimensions (ie, actually applies the superposition 

%   principal). 

% 

%   018 - Normalized optimization function input; not working. 

% 

%   019 - attempting lsqnonlin optimization function. 

% 

%   020 - fmincon; DiffMinChange = 1; move "final" prune to before input to 

%   permutation matrix generator to preserve all solutions for analysis for 

%   each iteration.  Added "number pruned" for each stage to struct. 

% 

%   021 - replace all uninit with zeros...  zeros wouldnt compile on AWS. 

%   Fixed bug with tMainMT being saved as double struct.  Added model caps 

%   to Initial Data struct. 

% 

%   022 - reconfigure file to cut out excess that is not needed to run 

%   builtin optimization function.  Adjusted barLV function with DC offset 

%   of Vmax so actual max is maintained throughout calc.  C1 and k1 still 

%   serve similar purpose (C1 = Vmax multiplier for initial iterations; k1 

%   = exp decay rate to Vmax). 

% 

%   023 - allow for minV, uniform, or random uniform selection of 

%   procreating models 

% 

%   024 - import error from data file for Vmax calculation.  Add 

%   log-uniform selection for model-passing for permutation generation 

% 

%   025 - create ModRDSol variable name in PrunedResults struct.  Solutions 

%   that have V < Vth are taken out of ModRDL and passed into ModRDSol. 
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%   Before model is removed, each element of the solution is compared to 

%   the goal model (to keep error from being redistributed to other 

%   parameters). 

% 

%   026 - AR error data updated to reflect (reason 

%   is still under investigation), manual error addition is allowed.  A 

%   static error is added to the goal vectors. 

% 

%   027 - fixed problem with SolID output lacking a dimension 

% 

%   028 - added function to analyze multiple input data sets.  Also, 

%   solutions are written after calculating each data set. 

% 

%   029 - removed unneccessary comment for published version readability 

% 

%Use With: 

%   ModRDGen009 

%   Matlab Built-in (fmincon) 

%   GraphCheck007 

 

%clear 

clc 

tic 

Inputs/Metaparameters 

%MeasSel = [10 14 24 27 30 31 29 32 33 138 124 123 107 102 101 111 109 108]; 

MeasSel = 201; 

 

for Midx = 1:numel(MeasSel) 

    iterstart = 0;  %iteration to call.  0 to begin new. 

    iter = 1; 

 

    if iterstart == 0 

        clearvars -except iterstart iter ChooseBlocks Midx MeasSel 

    end 

 

 

 

    NumLayer = 3; 

    RDivs = 3; 

    DDivs = 3; 

 

    resoR = 5;          %step change in resistivity for optimization (Ohm-m) 

    resoD = 10;         %step change in depth for optimization (m) 

 

    InitRmin = 0.1;          %Minimum resistivity of rock 

    InitRmax = 1000;         %Maxmimum resistivity of rock 

    InitDmin = 1; 

    Basement = 25000; 

 

    conf = 0.95;        %Confidence expected (0.5 < conf < 1) 

    AReadd = 2;          %additional error in Apparent Resistivity measurement: +/- Ohm-m 

    PHeadd = 2;          %additional error in Phase shift measurement: +/- deg 

 

    ModSel = 3; %   0 = top X minV models procreate 

                %   1 = uniform selection of all incumbent models 
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                %   2 = uniform random selection of models 

                %   3 = first half of ModCap2 are top X minV models; last half 

                %       are uniformly distributed across the balance 

 

    RelDistT = 1;       %Relative Distance Threshold;  1 is initial guess; <1 more 

conservative 

    AnnealRate = 1;      %Min-Max range is adjusted by value every iteration. 

    optitermax = 10000; 

    ooberr = 5e7;       %Out of Bounds Error - for fitness calc 

    ChooseBlocks = 0;    %1 to utilize centered blocks; 0 to utilize incumbent models 

 

    PM = 1E4;         %Weighting for Phase in LSS calc - "Phase Multiplier" 

 

    FitConst = 0;    % 0 if using exp decay for V-limit.  Otherwise constant. 

    C1 = 50;          % first iteration allowance coefficient 5.3476 

    k1 = .9;       % exp decay coefficient .8109 

    maxit = 15;      % maximum iterations expected 

 

    DigitRound = 1; 

 

    ModCap1 = 10000; 

    ModCap2 = 300; 

 

    DrawFigures = 0; %decide whether to display all the figures or not: 1 = draw; 0 = don't 

draw 

 

    PrFitCap = 1;   %Prune according to fitness cap 

    PrFitImp = 1;   %Prune according to fitness improvement 

    PrInCap = 1;    %Prune according to incoming model cap 

    PrIdAllButOne = 1;  %Prune according to being identical in all but one dimension 

    PrRelDist = 1;  %Prune according to relative distance 

    PrOutCap = 1;   %Prune according to output cap 

 

    % Measured Apparent Resistivity and Phase at the surface [Ohm-m, rad] x frequencies 

measured 

    % Number of elements must match F matrix. 

 

    % Input data 

    NumData = 139; 

 

    MTID = MeasSel(Midx); 

 

    [F, Resis, Pdeg, Lat, Long, UTMX, UTMY, Elev, ARerr, PHerr] = LVRead(MTID); 

 

 

    %Data from Karlsdottir 2012 - Þeistareykir 

    % Resis = [83 69 58 42 38 30.5 23 19 14 11 9.5 8.9 10 10 11 11.5 11 10.5 9 9 9 10.5 10.5 

13 20 22]; 

    % Pdeg = [71 68 68 66 65 66 67 66 65 61 58 49 43 42 44 46 47 47 48 45 40 33 30 26 27 27]; 

    ARerr = 10.^ARerr; 

    Phase = Pdeg.*(pi/180); 

 

    % Measured resistivity at surface [Ohm-m rad] 

    Rapp = zeros(2,numel(Resis)); 

    Rapp(1,:) = Resis(1,:); 

    Rapp(2,:) = Phase(1,:); 

    Rapp = Rapp'; 

 

    % period = [.006 .01 .02 .03 .04 .06 .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 1 2 3 4 6 10 20 30 40 60 100 200 300 

400 600]; 
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    % F = 1./period; 

 

    %F = [0.0001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 10000]; %Frequency 

Matrix [Hz] 

Array Initialization 

    NumF = length(F); 

    NumR = RDivs^NumLayer; 

    NumD = DDivs^(NumLayer-1); 

    tstart = datetime('now'); 

    ModRDL = 0; 

    Blocks = 0; 

    GridR0 = 0; 

    GridD0 = 0; 

    VOptL = 1E7; 

    ModID = 0; 

 

    if iterstart == 0 

        ModelPrep(iter) = struct('tModRDGen1',[],'ModRD',[],'Rmin',[],'Rmax',... 

            [],'Dmin',[],'Dmax',[],'NumLayer',[],'GridR',... 

            [],'GridD',[],'ActiveLayer',[],... 

            'Vold',[],'GridR0',[],'GridD0',[]); 

 

        PostOptSol(iter) = struct('V',[],'ModMeas',[],'ModMeasOpt',[],'ModResOpt',... 

            [],'ModDepthOpt',[],'VOpt',[]); 

 

        PrunedResults(iter) = struct('ModRDL',[],'VOptL',[],'ModMeasOptL',... 

            [],'ModCumDepthL',[],'ModResOptL',[],'ModDepthOptL',[],'GridRL',... 

            [],'GridDL', [],'Blocks',[],'RminL',[],'RmaxL',[],'DminL',[],... 

            'DmaxL',[],'RminB',[],'RmaxB',[],'DminB',[],... 

            'DmaxB',[],'GridRB',[],'GridDB',[],'VDiffL',[],... 

            'tMainMT',[],'ModID',[],'NumPrPGen',[],'NumPrUni',[],... 

            'NumPrFitCap',[],'NumPrFitImp',[],'NumPrInCap',[],... 

            'NumPrIdAllButOne',[],'NumPrRelDist',[],'ModRDSol',[],'VSol',[],... 

            'ModDepthSol',[],'ModResSol',[],'ModMeasSol',[],'SolID',[],... 

            'count1',[]); 

 

    end 

 

    ModMeas = zeros(NumR,(2*NumF)); 

    VmatR = zeros(NumR,(NumF)); 

    VmatP = zeros(NumR,(NumF)); 

    tModRDGen = zeros(iter,1); 

 

 

    % Intial Operations 

 

    NumLayer0 = NumLayer; 

 

    Goal = reshape(Rapp,1,numel(Rapp)); %Reshape Rapp into 1 row vector 

    GoalR = Goal(1:NumF); 

    GoalP = Goal(NumF+1:end); 

 

    Dmin(NumLayer) = InitDmin; 

    Dmax(NumLayer) = Basement; 

 

    % Calculate Z-Score from desired confidence 
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    mult = norminv(conf/2 + .5); 

 

    %Calculate the maximum error possible 

    ARerr = (mult*ARerr) + AReadd; 

    PHerr = (mult*PHerr) + PHeadd; 

 

    PHerr = PHerr*(pi/180);   %convert error from degrees to radians 

 

    MaxResis = Resis + ARerr; 

    MinResis = Resis - ARerr; 

    MinResis(MinResis < 0) = 0; 

    MaxPhase = Phase + PHerr; 

    MinPhase = Phase - PHerr; 

 

    MaxMeas = [MaxResis MaxPhase]; 

    MinMeas = [MinResis MinPhase]; 

 

    VR = (MaxResis - Resis).^2; 

    VP = PM*(MaxPhase - Phase).^2; 

 

    Vth = sum(VR) + sum(VP); 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %set up Vmax threshold as exponential decay 

 

    if FitConst == 0 

        bart = (1:1:maxit); 

        barLV = C1*Vth.*exp(-k1.*bart) + Vth; 

    else 

        barLV = FitConst*ones(1,maxit); 

    end 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

    GridRL = GridR0; 

    GridDL = GridD0; 

 

    GridRB = 0; 

    GridDB = 0; 

    RminL = 0; 

    RmaxL = 0; 

    DminL = 0; 

    DmaxL = 0; 

    RminB = 0; 

    RmaxB = 0; 

    DminB = 0; 

    DmaxB = 0; 

 

    if iterstart == 0 

        InitData = struct('RDivs',RDivs,'DDivs',DDivs,'NumLayer0',NumLayer0,... 

            'InitRmin',InitRmin,'InitRmax',InitRmax,'InitDmin',InitDmin,... 

            'Basement',Basement,'Resis',Resis,'Phase',Phase,'F',F,'ChooseBlocks',... 

            ChooseBlocks,'optitermax',optitermax,'resoR',resoR,'resoD',resoD,... 

            'ARerr',ARerr,'PHerr',PHerr, 'RelDistT',RelDistT,'AnnealRate',... 

            AnnealRate,'PM',PM,'DigitRound',DigitRound,'C1',C1,'k1',k1,'barLV',... 

            barLV,'ooberr',ooberr,'PrFitCap',PrFitCap, 'PrFitImp',PrFitImp,... 

            'PrInCap',PrInCap, 'PrIdAllButOne',PrIdAllButOne, 'PrRelDist',... 

            PrRelDist, 'PrOutCap',PrOutCap, 'ModCap1',ModCap1, 'ModCap2',ModCap2,... 

            'ModSel',ModSel,'Vth',Vth,'MinMeas',MinMeas,'MaxMeas',MaxMeas); 
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    end 

 

    if iterstart > 0 

        start = iterstart+1; 

    else 

        start = 1; 

    end 

 

    for zz=start:1:iter 

        if zz > 1 

 

            % Set initial parameters to previous run if starting at a later 

            % iteration. 

 

            [RDivs, DDivs, NumLayer0, InitRmin, InitRmax, InitDmin, Basement,... 

            Resis, Phase, F, ChooseBlocks, optitermax, resoR, resoD, ARerr, ... 

            PHerr, RelDistT, AnnealRate, PM, DigitRound, C1, k1, barLV, ~, ~,... 

            ~, ~, ~, GridR, GridD, ~,... 

            ~, ~, NumLayer, ~, ModMeas, ~, ~,... 

            ~, ~, ModRDL, VOptL, VDiffL, ~,... 

            ~, ~, ~, GridRL, GridDL, RminL, RmaxL, ... 

            DminL, DmaxL, Blocks, GridRB, GridDB, RminB, RmaxB, DminB,... 

            DmaxB, ~, ModID, ooberr, PrFitCap, PrFitImp, PrInCap, ... 

            PrIdAllButOne, PrRelDist,PrOutCap,ModCap1,ModCap2, Vth, MinMeas, ... 

            MaxMeas] = ValueResetF(zz-1,InitData, ModelPrep,PostOptSol,PrunedResults); 

 

            GridR0 = GridR; 

            GridD0 = GridD; 

 

        end 

Computation Cap Pruning 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %Set a cap on how many models will be passed into permutation 

        %generator 

        countA = length(VOptL); 

        if PrOutCap == 1 

            if size(ModRDL,1)>ModCap2 

                if ModSel == 0 

                    VOptL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

                    ModRDL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

                    GridRL(:,:,ModCap2+1:end) = []; 

                    RminL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

                    RmaxL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

                    DminL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

                    DmaxL(ModCap2+1:end,:) = []; 

 

                elseif ModSel == 1 

                    Seld = floor(countA/ModCap2); 

                    Selidx = 1:Seld:countA; 

 

                    VOptL = VOptL(Selidx,:); 

                    ModRDL = ModRDL(Selidx,:); 

                    GridRL = GridRL(:,:,Selidx); 

                    RminL = RminL(Selidx,:); 

                    RmaxL = RmaxL(Selidx,:); 
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                    DminL = DminL(Selidx,:); 

                    DmaxL = DmaxL(Selidx,:); 

 

                elseif ModSel == 2 

                    Selidx = (countA - 1).*rand(ModCap2,1) + 1; 

 

                elseif ModSel == 3 

 

                    Seld = floor((countA-floor(ModCap2/2))/(floor(ModCap2/2))); 

                    Selidx = [1:floor(ModCap2/2) floor(ModCap2/2)+1:Seld:countA]; 

 

                    VOptL = VOptL(Selidx,:); 

                    ModRDL = ModRDL(Selidx,:); 

                    GridRL = GridRL(:,:,Selidx); 

                    RminL = RminL(Selidx,:); 

                    RmaxL = RmaxL(Selidx,:); 

                    DminL = DminL(Selidx,:); 

                    DmaxL = DmaxL(Selidx,:); 

 

                end 

            end 

        end 

        count8 = length(VOptL); 

        NumPrPGenCap = countA - count8; 

Generate Permutation Matrix 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

        [ModRD, Rmax, Rmin, Dmax, Dmin, ... 

            GridRAll, GridDAll, NumLayer, ActiveLayer,... 

            tModRDGen1, Vold, PermID]= ModRDGen(NumLayer,... 

            DDivs, RDivs, Basement, ModRDL, GridRL, GridDL, resoR, resoD, Blocks, 

InitDmin,... 

            InitRmin, InitRmax, GridRB, GridDB, VOptL, RminL, AnnealRate,... 

            RmaxL, DminL, DmaxL, RminB, RmaxB, DminB, DmaxB, ChooseBlocks,... 

            NumLayer0, ModID); 

 

    tModRDGen(zz) = tModRDGen1; 

 

    GridR = GridRAll; 

    GridD = GridDAll; 

 

    ModelPrep(zz) = struct('tModRDGen1',tModRDGen1,'ModRD',ModRD,'Rmin',... 

        Rmin,'Rmax',Rmax,'Dmin',Dmin,'Dmax',Dmax,'NumLayer',NumLayer,'GridR',... 

        GridRAll,'GridD',GridDAll,'ActiveLayer',ActiveLayer,... 

        'Vold',Vold,'GridR0',GridR0,'GridD0',GridD0); 

 

    GridR0 = GridRAll; 

    GridD0 = GridDAll; 

 

    runtime = zeros(size(ModRD,1),1); 

    RModRD = ModRD(:,1:NumLayer); 

    DModRD = ModRD(:,NumLayer+1:end); 

    CumDepth = cumsum(DModRD,2); 

 

    clear G; 
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    clear V; 

    clear ModMeasOpt; 

    clear ModResOpt; 

    clear ModDepthOpt; 

    clear VOpt; 

 

    V = zeros(size(ModRD,1),1); 

    ModMeasOpt = zeros(size(ModRD,1),2*NumF); 

    ModResOpt = zeros(size(ModRD,1),size(ModRD,2)/2); 

    ModDepthOpt = zeros(size(ModRD,1),size(ModRD,2)/2); 

    VOpt = zeros(size(ModRD,1),1); 

    overit = zeros(size(ModRD,1),1); 

Parallel Gradient Descent on All Models 

    %Basic Solution Loop 

    parfor k=1:1:size(ModRD,1) 

 

             R = RModRD(k,:); 

             Depth = DModRD(k,:); 

 

             RDin = double([R Depth]); 

             Dirx = find(ActiveLayer(k,:)); 

 

             LB = double([Rmin(k,:) Dmin(k,:)]); 

             UB = double([Rmax(k,:) Dmax(k,:)]); 

 

             del = min([resoR resoD]); 

 

        %What would be measured at the surface given the model? ModMeas. 

        %AR = Apparent Resistivity; PH = Phase shift 

            [AR,PH,Vin] = modelMT1Dvec(R, Depth, F, GoalR, GoalP, PM, ooberr, ... 

                Rmin(k,:), Rmax(k,:), Dmin(k,:), Dmax(k,:)); 

            ModMeas(k,:) = [AR,PH]; 

            V(k) = Vin; 

 

        %Perform Resisitivity Optimization 

            X0 = RDin(Dirx); 

            fun = @(X)modelMT1DvecVout(X, RDin, F, GoalR, ... 

                GoalP, PM, ooberr, Rmin(k,:), Rmax(k,:), Dmin(k,:), ... 

                Dmax(k,:),Dirx, NumLayer); 

 

            options = optimset('Display','off','DiffMinChange',1); 

            [X,fval] = fmincon(fun,X0,[],[],[],[],[],[],[],options); 

 

            RDout = RDin; 

            RDout(Dirx) = X; 

 

            RO = RDout(1:NumLayer); 

            DepthO = RDout(NumLayer+1:end); 

 

            [ARO,PHO,VinO] = modelMT1Dvec(RO, DepthO, F, GoalR, GoalP, PM, ooberr, ... 

                Rmin(k,:), Rmax(k,:), Dmin(k,:), Dmax(k,:)); 

 

            ModMeasOpt(k,:) = [ARO, PHO]; 

            ModResOpt(k,:) = RO; 

            ModDepthOpt(k,:) = DepthO; 
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            VOpt(k) = VinO; 

%             fprintf('Iter:%3i Layers:%4i Fitness:%15.0f \n',zz,NumLayer,VinO); 

    end 

Sort models by fitness 

    PostOptSol(zz) = struct('V',V,'ModMeas',ModMeas,... 

            'ModMeasOpt',ModMeasOpt,'ModResOpt',ModResOpt,'ModDepthOpt',... 

            ModDepthOpt,'VOpt',VOpt); 

 

    NumTot = length(V); 

 

    G(:,1) = round(VOpt); 

    G(:,2:1+NumLayer) = round(ModResOpt,1); 

    G(:,2+NumLayer:1+2*NumLayer) = round(ModDepthOpt); 

    G(:,2+2*NumLayer:1+2*NumLayer+2*NumF) = ModMeasOpt; 

    Vdiff = Vold - VOpt; 

 

    count1 = length(VOpt); 

 

    Gcomp = G(:,2:1+2*NumLayer); 

 

    [~,Gia,Gic] = unique(Gcomp,'rows','legacy'); 

 

    Uni = G(Gia,:); 

 

    y = sort(Gic(:)); 

    py = find([numel(y);diff(y);numel(y)]); 

    yvalues = y(py(1:end-1)); 

    yinstances = diff(py); 

 

    VOptL = Uni(:,1); 

 

    VdiffL = Vdiff(Gia); 

    GridRL = GridR(:,:,Gia); 

    GridDL = GridD(:,:,Gia); 

    RminL = Rmin(Gia,:); 

    RmaxL = Rmax(Gia,:); 

    DminL = Dmin(Gia,:); 

    DmaxL = Dmax(Gia,:); 

    PermIDL = PermID(Gia,:); 

 

    ModResOptL = Uni(:,2:1+NumLayer); 

    ModDepthOptL = Uni(:,2+NumLayer:1+2*NumLayer); 

    ModMeasOptL = Uni(:,2+2*NumLayer:1+2*NumLayer+2*NumF); 

    ModRDL = [ModResOptL, ModDepthOptL]; 

    ModCumDepthL = cumsum(ModDepthOptL,2); 

 

    %sort by VOptL 

    [VOptL, srtidx] = sort(VOptL); 

 

    VdiffL = VdiffL(srtidx); 

    GridRL = GridRL(:,:,srtidx); 

    GridDL = GridDL(:,:,srtidx); 

    RminL = RminL(srtidx,:); 

    RmaxL = RmaxL(srtidx,:); 
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    DminL = DminL(srtidx,:); 

    DmaxL = DmaxL(srtidx,:); 

    PermIDL = PermIDL(srtidx,:); 

 

 

    ModResOptL = ModResOptL(srtidx,:); 

    ModDepthOptL = ModDepthOptL(srtidx,:); 

    ModMeasOptL = ModMeasOptL(srtidx,:); 

    ModRDL = ModRDL(srtidx,:); 

    ModCumDepthL = ModCumDepthL(srtidx,:); 

 

    count2 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrUni = count1 - count2; 

Start Pruning 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Remove models whose LSS error is significantly higher than Vmax 

 

    if PrFitCap == 1 

 

        %barL = Vmax * (4 - zz); 

        %barL = Vmax * (iter/zz); 

        %barL = Vmax * 2; 

        barL = InitData.barLV(zz); 

 

        if barL < 350 

            barL = 350; 

        end 

 

        barfind = VOptL; 

        barfind(barfind<barL) = 0; 

        baridx = find(barfind); 

 

        VOptL(baridx,:) = []; 

        VdiffL(baridx,:) = []; 

        ModResOptL(baridx,:) = []; 

        ModDepthOptL(baridx,:) = []; 

        ModMeasOptL(baridx,:) = []; 

        ModRDL(baridx,:) = []; 

        ModCumDepthL(baridx,:) = []; 

        GridRL(:,:,baridx) = []; 

        GridDL(:,:,baridx) = []; 

        RminL(baridx,:) = []; 

        RmaxL(baridx,:) = []; 

        DminL(baridx,:) = []; 

        DmaxL(baridx,:) = []; 

        PermIDL(baridx,:) = []; 

    end 

    count3 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrFitCap = count2 - count3; 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Compare the change in Vold to VOptL 

 

    if PrFitImp == 1 
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        VdiffL1 = VdiffL; 

        VdiffL1(VdiffL1 >= 0) = 0; 

        Vimprove = find(VdiffL1); 

 

        VOptL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        VdiffL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        ModResOptL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        ModDepthOptL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        ModMeasOptL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        ModRDL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        ModCumDepthL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        GridRL(:,:,Vimprove) = []; 

        GridDL(:,:,Vimprove) = []; 

        RminL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        RmaxL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        DminL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        DmaxL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

        PermIDL(Vimprove,:) = []; 

    end 

    count4 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrFitImp = count3 - count4; 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Set a cap on how many models will be initially passed forward 

 

    if PrInCap == 1 

        if size(ModRDL,1)>ModCap1 

            VOptL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            VdiffL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            ModResOptL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            ModDepthOptL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            ModMeasOptL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            ModRDL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            ModCumDepthL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            GridRL(:,:,ModCap1+1:end) = []; 

            GridDL(:,:,ModCap1+1:end) = []; 

            RminL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            RmaxL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            DminL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            DmaxL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

            PermIDL(ModCap1+1:end,:) = []; 

        end 

    end 

    count5 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrInCap = count4 - count5; 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Compute Distances - to remove functions that are identical in all but 1 

    %dimension 

 

    if PrIdAllButOne == 1 

 

        DistM = zeros(size(ModRDL,1),size(ModRDL,1)); 

        same = zeros(1,2*NumLayer); 

        sameM = zeros(size(ModRDL,1),size(ModRDL,1)); 

        for ii=1:1:size(ModRDL,1) 

            for jj=1:1:size(ModRDL,1) 
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                DistM(ii,jj) = norm(ModRDL(ii,:)-ModRDL(jj,:)); 

 

                for kk=1:1:2*NumLayer 

                    same(kk) = sum(ModRDL(ii,kk)==ModRDL(jj,kk)); 

                end 

                sameM(ii,jj) = sum(same); 

 

            end 

        end 

 

        DistML = tril(DistM); 

        sameML = tril(sameM,-1); 

 

        %Finds the row index for the first appearance of a duplicate.  The current 

        %outcome tends to remove the instances where the lower values of the 

        %individual variants appear. 

        remove = sum((sameML == (2*NumLayer-1))); 

 

        DupRem = find(remove); 

 

        VOptL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        VdiffL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        ModResOptL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        ModDepthOptL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        ModMeasOptL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        ModRDL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        ModCumDepthL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        GridRL(:,:,DupRem) = []; 

        GridDL(:,:,DupRem) = []; 

        RminL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        RmaxL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        DminL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        DmaxL(DupRem,:) = []; 

        PermIDL(DupRem,:) = []; 

    end 

    count6 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrIdAllButOne = count5 - count6; 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Compute Relative Distances - to normalize for different parameters 

 

    if PrRelDist == 1 

 

        RelDistM = zeros(size(ModRDL,1),size(ModRDL,1)); 

 

        for ii=1:1:size(ModRDL,1) 

            for jj=1:1:size(ModRDL,1) 

                RelDistM(ii,jj) = sum(abs(ModRDL(ii,:)-

ModRDL(jj,:))./(mean([ModRDL(ii,:);ModRDL(jj,:)]))); 

            end 

        end 

 

        RelDistML = tril(RelDistM); 

        RelDistML(RelDistML==0) = inf; 

        [RelDRow, RelDCol] = find(RelDistML<RelDistT); 

 

        RelDidx = unique(RelDRow); 

 

        VOptL(RelDidx,:) = []; 
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        VdiffL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        ModResOptL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        ModDepthOptL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        ModMeasOptL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        ModRDL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        ModCumDepthL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        GridRL(:,:,RelDidx) = []; 

        GridDL(:,:,RelDidx) = []; 

        RminL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        RmaxL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        DminL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        DmaxL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

        PermIDL(RelDidx,:) = []; 

    end 

    count7 = length(VOptL); 

    NumPrRelDist = count6 - count7; 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Print Results 

    fprintf('\n%i of %i incumbent models pruned - Permutation Gen 

Cap\n',NumPrPGenCap,countA); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Unique\n',NumPrUni,count1); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Fitness Cap\n',NumPrFitCap,count2); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Fitness Improvement\n',NumPrFitImp,count3); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Input Cap\n',NumPrInCap,count4); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Identical for all but one 

dimension\n',NumPrIdAllButOne,count5); 

    fprintf('%i of %i models pruned - Relative/Normalized Distance\n',NumPrRelDist,count6); 

    fprintf('%i models remain\n\n',count7); 

 

    [~, SeedIDL] = sort(VOptL); 

    ModID = [PermIDL SeedIDL]; 

 

    CenterO = zeros(numel(VOptL),2*NumLayer); 

 

    for ii = 1:1:numel(VOptL) 

        for jj = 1:1:NumLayer 

 

            XR = abs(GridRL(:,jj,ii)-ModResOptL(ii,jj)); 

            XD = abs(GridDL(:,jj,ii)-ModDepthOptL(ii,jj)); 

            [YR, IR] = sort(XR); 

            [YD, ID] = sort(XD); 

 

            CenterO(ii,jj) = (GridRL(IR(1),jj,ii)+ GridRL(IR(2),jj,ii))/2; 

            CenterO(ii,jj+NumLayer) = (GridDL(ID(1),jj,ii) + GridDL(ID(2),jj,ii))/2; 

        end 

    end 

 

    [Blocks, Bia, Bic] = unique(CenterO,'rows'); 

 

    GridRB = GridRL(:,:,Bia); 

    GridDB = GridDL(:,:,Bia); 

    RminB = RminL(Bia,:); 

    RmaxB = RmaxL(Bia,:); 

    DminB = DminL(Bia,:); 

    DmaxB = DmaxL(Bia,:); 
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    z = sort(Bic(:)); 

    pz = find([numel(z);diff(z);numel(z)]); 

    zvalues = z(pz(1:end-1)); 

    zinstances = diff(pz); 

 

    % Remove from ModRDL and put in ModRDSol if meets criteria 

    NumSol = 0; 

    ModRDSol = 0; 

    VSol = 0; 

    SolID = 0; 

    ModDepthSol = 0; 

    ModResSol = 0; 

    ModMeasSol = 0; 

 

0 of 1 incumbent models pruned - Permutation Gen Cap 

1 of 243 models pruned - Unique 

151 of 242 models pruned - Fitness Cap 

0 of 91 models pruned - Fitness Improvement 

0 of 91 models pruned - Input Cap 

3 of 91 models pruned - Identical for all but one dimension 

51 of 88 models pruned - Relative/Normalized Distance 

37 models remain 

 

Evaluate Possible Solutions 

    if min(VOptL) < Vth 

       Solidx = find(VOptL < Vth); 

       SolMeas = ModMeasOptL(Solidx,:); 

       TotMeet = size(SolMeas,2); 

       NumMeet = sum(SolMeas <= MaxMeas & SolMeas >= MinMeas,2); 

       Solth = floor(.95*TotMeet); 

       Sol = Solidx(NumMeet>=Solth); 

 

       if ~isempty(Sol) 

 

           % keep solution as minimally complex solutions 

           VSol = VOptL(Sol); 

           ModRDSol = ModRDL(Sol,:); 

           ModDepthSol = ModDepthOptL(Sol,:); 

           ModResSol = ModResOptL(Sol,:); 

           ModMeasSol = ModMeasOptL(Sol,:); 

           SolID = ModID(Sol,:); 

 

           % remove solution from propagating into next iteration 

           VOptL(Sol,:) = []; 

           VdiffL(Sol,:) = []; 

           ModResOptL(Sol,:) = []; 

           ModDepthOptL(Sol,:) = []; 

           ModMeasOptL(Sol,:) = []; 

           ModRDL(Sol,:) = []; 

           ModCumDepthL(Sol,:) = []; 

           GridRL(:,:,Sol) = []; 

           GridDL(:,:,Sol) = []; 

           RminL(Sol,:) = []; 

           RmaxL(Sol,:) = []; 
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           DminL(Sol,:) = []; 

           DmaxL(Sol,:) = []; 

           PermIDL(Sol,:) = []; 

 

           NumSol = find(Sol, 1, 'last' ); 

       end 

    end 

 

    fprintf('%i models are possible solutions\n',NumSol); 

0 models are possible solutions 

Save data in struct 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModRDL = ModRDL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).VOptL = VOptL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModMeasOptL = ModMeasOptL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModResOptL = ModResOptL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModDepthOptL = ModDepthOptL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModCumDepthL = ModCumDepthL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).GridRL = GridRL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).GridDL = GridDL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).Blocks = Blocks; 

    PrunedResults(zz).RminL = RminL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).RmaxL = RmaxL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).DminL = DminL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).DmaxL = DmaxL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).RminB = RminB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).RmaxB = RmaxB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).DminB = DminB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).DmaxB = DmaxB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).GridRB = GridRB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).GridDB = GridDB; 

    PrunedResults(zz).VdiffL = VdiffL; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModID = ModID; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrPGenCap = NumPrPGenCap; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrUni = NumPrUni; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrFitCap = NumPrFitCap; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrFitImp = NumPrFitImp; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrInCap = NumPrInCap; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrIdAllButOne = NumPrIdAllButOne; 

    PrunedResults(zz).NumPrRelDist = NumPrRelDist; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModRDSol = ModRDSol; 

    PrunedResults(zz).VSol = VSol; 

    PrunedResults(zz).SolID = SolID; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModDepthSol = ModDepthSol; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModResSol = ModResSol; 

    PrunedResults(zz).ModMeasSol = ModMeasSol; 

    PrunedResults(zz).count1 = count1; 

 

    tMainMT = toc; 

    fprintf('\nIteration Runtime is %.2f seconds\n',tMainMT) 

 

    PrunedResults(zz).tMainMT = tMainMT; 

 

    % clearvars -except PrunedResults InitData ModelPrep PostOptSol NumF Rapp Goal... 

    %     GoalR GoalP NumTop NumR NumD Vmax DrawFigures pa PctLevels 
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Iteration Runtime is 13.74 seconds 

    end 

Print Figures 

    if isempty(VOptL) 

        DrawFigures = 0; 

        fprintf('\nAll Models Were Pruned.\n\n'); 

    end 

 

    if DrawFigures == 1 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %Create dimensions for layered graph 

        L1 = 2*size(ModCumDepthL,2); 

        LayGrD = zeros(size(ModCumDepthL,1),L1); 

        LayGrR = zeros(size(ModCumDepthL,1),L1); 

        for ii=1:1:L1 

            LayGrD(:,ii) = ModCumDepthL(:,ceil(ii/2)); 

            LayGrR(:,ii) = ModResOptL(:,ceil(ii/2)); 

        end 

 

        LayGrD = [100*ones(size(ModCumDepthL,1),1) LayGrD]; 

        LayGrR = [LayGrR zeros(size(ModCumDepthL,1),1)]; 

 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

        figure(13) 

        q13 = semilogx(LayGrD',LayGrR','LineWidth',1); 

        ylim([0,1.05*max(max(ModResOptL))]); xlim([100,1.5*max(max(ModCumDepthL))]); 

        %title(['Top ',num2str(NumTop),' Models Resistivity vs Depth']) 

        title(['All ',num2str(numel(VOptL)),' Models Resistivity vs Depth']) 

        xlabel('Depth [m]') 

        ylabel('Resistivity [Ohm-m]') 

 

        figure(14) 

        bar(sort(VOpt)); 

        title('VOpt') 

 

        figure(15) 

        bar(VOptL); 

        title('VOptL') 

 

        figure(17) 

        bar(yinstances) 

        title({'Occurance of Unique Optimized Models',... 

            'Starting Points that Optimized to each optima'}) 

 

        figure(18) 

        bar(zinstances) 

        title({'Occurance of Models within Discretized Blocks';... 

            'Indication of Number of Optima within Search Block'}) 

 

        Fmat = repmat(F,numel(VOptL),1); 

        %graph all optimized model responses 

        figure(19) 
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        q19 = semilogx(Fmat',ModMeasOptL(:,1:NumF)',F,Rapp(:,1),'bo','LineWidth',1); 

        q19(1).LineWidth = 3; 

        q19(end).LineWidth = 2; 

        axis tight; ylim([0,max(max(ModMeasOptL(:,1:NumF)))]); 

        title('Measured Resistivity vs Frequency') 

        xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 

        ylabel('Resistivity [Ohm-m]') 

 

        figure(20) 

        q20 = semilogx(Fmat',ModMeasOptL(:,NumF+1:end)',F,Rapp(:,2),'bo','LineWidth',1); 

        q20(1).LineWidth = 3; 

        q20(end).LineWidth = 2; 

        axis tight; ylim([0,3.14/2]); 

        title('Measured Phase vs Frequency') 

        xlabel('Frequency [Hz]') 

        ylabel('Phase [rad]') 

 

    end 

Output Data File from Initial Data and Pruned Results 

    %IDFN = ['Results\',datestr(now,'yyyymmdd'),'_',num2str(MTID),'_ID']; 

    %PRFN = ['Results\',datestr(now,'yyyymmdd'),'_',num2str(MTID),'_PR']; 

 

    IDFN = ['Results\',num2str(MTID),'_ID']; 

    PRFN = ['Results\',num2str(MTID),'_PR']; 

 

%     save(IDFN, 'InitData'); 

%     save(PRFN, 'PrunedResults'); 

 

    clearvars -except InitData MeasSel 

end 

 

clearvars 

Published with MATLAB® R2017a 
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function [ModRD, Rmaxr, Rminr, Dmaxr, Dminr, ... 

    GridRr, GridDr, NumLayer, ActiveLayer,... 

    tModRDGen, Vold, PermID] = ModRDGen(NumLayer, ... 

    DDivs, RDivs, ... 

    Basement, ModRDL, GridRL, GridDL, resoR, resoD, Blocks, InitDmin,... 

    InitRmin, InitRmax, GridRB, GridDB, VOptL, RminL, AnnealRate, RmaxL, ... 

    ~, ~, RminB, RmaxB, DminB, DmaxB, ChooseBlocks, NumLayer0, ModID) 

Revision Notes 

%   ModRDGen creates the ModRD permutation matrix that will evaluate all 

%   current possibilities within the incumbent search space for the input 

%   resolution 

% 

%   Utilizes ActiveLayer for choice optimization 

% 

%   004 - Rather than creating new models using all incumbent models; 

%   incumbent populated blocks are used to generate new focused search 

%   space.  Includes option to use all models or just blocks via "chooseBlock" variable. 

% 

%   006 - create and pass along Grid matricies that can be used by 

%   MainMTvec010 to determine Block boundaries.  Added dimensions to Grids 

%   to match actual model size.  Create two intermediate grids from which 

%   to build the final grid - New grid and Incumbent grid.  New grid set to 

%   full Rmin and Rmax boundary. 

% 

%   007 - altered Rmin and Rmax for new models.  Added "AnnealRate" as a 

%   factor with which to reduce the range of new variables.  Initially, the 

%   full range is used.  During the next iteration, the incumbent value is 

%   used as a center value, but the possible range of values is restricted 

%   by the AnnealRate (set to 2).  ie, initially, the full range of values 

%   is set to +/- 500 Ohm-m from the initial center value.  For the 2nd 

%   iteration, the range of search space will reduce to +/- 250 from the 

%   incumbent value.  The new values should be related to the incumbent 

%   value, though they may vary above or below. 

% 

%   008 - replace all uninit with zeros for AWS. 

% 

%   009 - remove excess not needed for builtin optimization function. 

%   Parallelize the main function. 

% 

%   010 - Add in superpositional points into permutation matrix (ie, models 

%   with identical properties to the parents, with flexibility in higher 
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%   dimensional space). 

% 

 

tic 

Initialization 

NumR = RDivs^NumLayer0; 

NumD = DDivs^(NumLayer0-1); 

NumRD = NumR*NumD; 

First Iteration Only 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% ModeRDL == 0 for the initial case only. 

 

if ModRDL == 0 

    GridD = zeros(DDivs,NumLayer,NumRD); 

    ActiveLayer = ones(NumRD,2*NumLayer); 

 

    InitDmax = (Basement/(DDivs-1))-1; 

 

    Rmin = repmat(InitRmin,1,NumLayer); 

    Rmax = repmat(InitRmax,1,NumLayer); 

    Dmin = repmat(InitDmin,1,NumLayer); 

    Dmax = repmat(InitDmax,1,NumLayer); 

    Dmax(NumLayer) = Basement; 

 

    GridR = repmat(linspace(InitRmin,InitRmax,RDivs)',1,NumLayer,NumRD); 

 

    guideR = (1:1:NumLayer); 

    addmatR = (guideR-1)*NumLayer; 

    idxmatR = permn(guideR,NumLayer); 

    idxmatR = bsxfun(@plus,addmatR,idxmatR); 

    ModRes = GridR(idxmatR); 

 

    GridD(:,1:NumLayer-1,:) = repmat(linspace(InitDmin,InitDmax,DDivs)',1,NumLayer-1,NumRD); 

    ModDep = permn(linspace(InitDmin,InitDmax,DDivs),NumLayer-1); 

    ModDep(:,NumLayer) = Basement - sum(ModDep,2); 

 

    GridD(:,NumLayer,:) = repmat(linspace(Dmin(NumLayer),Dmax(NumLayer),DDivs)',1,1,NumRD); 

 

    ModRidx = repmat(1:NumR,1,NumD)'; 

    ModDidx = sort(repmat(1:NumD,1,NumR))'; 

    PermID = (1:NumRD)'; 

 

    ModR = ModRes(ModRidx,:); 

    ModD = ModDep(ModDidx,:); 

 

    ModRD = single([ModR ModD]); 

    Rminr = single(repmat(Rmin,NumRD,1)); 

    Rmaxr = single(repmat(Rmax,NumRD,1)); 

    Dminr = single(repmat(Dmin,NumRD,1)); 

    Dmaxr = single(repmat(Dmax,NumRD,1)); 
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    GridRr = GridR; 

    GridDr = GridD; 

 

    Vold = VOptL; 

All Other Iterations - Initialization 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%elseif generates models for all iterations > 1 using incumbent models as 

%basis for generating new starting models. 

elseif ChooseBlocks == 0 

    clear Rmin 

    clear Rmax 

    clear Dmin 

    clear Dmax 

 

    N = size(ModRDL,1); 

    NumPart = NumLayer*NumRD; 

    NumFull = N*NumPart + NumD*NumLayer*N; 

    NewLayer = (size(ModRDL,2)/2)+NumLayer0-1; 

 

    ST = (((1:NumLayer)- 1)*NumRD)+1; 

 

    PartIdx = zeros(1,NumPart)'; 

    PartIdx(ST) = 1; 

    PartIdx = cumsum(PartIdx); 

 

    AddIdx = cumsum(ones(NumPart,1)); 

 

    ModRDMM = zeros((NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),6*NewLayer,N); 

    RetGR = zeros(RDivs,NewLayer,(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),N); 

    RetGD = zeros(DDivs,NewLayer,(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),N); 

    RetAL = zeros((NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),2*NewLayer,N); 

    RetVold = zeros((NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),N); 

 

    ModR = ModRDL(:,1:NumLayer); 

    ModD = ModRDL(:,NumLayer+1:end); 

 

    guideR = (1:1:RDivs); 

    idxmatR = permn(guideR,NumLayer0); 

    PartidxmatR = repmat(idxmatR,NumD*NumLayer,1); 

    addmat = (PartIdx - 1)*RDivs; 

    PartidxmatR = PartidxmatR + addmat; 

 

    NewMatPlace = AddIdx + ((PartIdx-1)*NumPart); 

    MPFrame = repmat((0:NumLayer0-1),NumPart,1)*NumPart; 

    NewMatPlace = NewMatPlace + MPFrame; 

    IPFrame = AddIdx + repmat((0:NewLayer-1),NumPart,1)*NumPart; 

    SubIP = IPFrame(:,1:NumLayer); 

    IPFrame(NewMatPlace) = 0; 

    IPFrame = sort(IPFrame,2); 

    IPFrame(:,1:NumLayer0) = []; 

 

    IncMatRem = NewMatPlace(:,1); 

 

    SubIP(IncMatRem) = 0; 
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    SubIP = sort(SubIP,2); 

    SubIP(:,1)=[]; 

 

    SubRmin = zeros(NumLayer,NewLayer); 

    SubIdx = (1:NumLayer)'; 

    SubFrame = cumsum([SubIdx + (SubIdx-1)*NumLayer repmat(NumLayer,NumLayer,NumLayer0-

1)],2); 

    SubRmin(SubFrame) = repmat((RDivs*NumLayer+1+(SubIdx-1)*RDivs),1,NumLayer0); 

    SubFrameA = repmat(((1:NumLayer)-1)*RDivs+1,NumLayer,1); 

    SubFrameA = SubFrameA - (SubFrameA.*eye(NumLayer)); 

    SubFrameA = sort(SubFrameA,2); 

    SubFrameA(:,1) = []; 

    SubFrameB = cumsum(([SubIdx repmat(NumLayer,NumLayer,NewLayer-1)]),2); 

    SubFrameB(SubRmin>0) = 0; 

    SubFrameB = sort(SubFrameB,2); 

    SubFrameB(:,1:NumLayer0) = []; 

 

    SubRmin(SubFrameB) = SubFrameA; 

    SubRmax = SubRmin+(RDivs-1); 

    RminIdx = SubRmin(PartIdx,:); 

    RmaxIdx = SubRmax(PartIdx,:); 

 

    guideD = 1:1:DDivs; 

    idxmatD = sortrows(permn(guideD,NumLayer0-1)); 

    idxDFrame = zeros(NumRD,1); 

    idxDFrame(1:NumR:NumRD) = 1; 

    idxDFrame = repmat(cumsum(idxDFrame),NumLayer,1); 

    PartidxmatD = idxmatD(idxDFrame,:); 

    addmatD = (PartIdx - 1)*DDivs; 

    PartidxmatD = PartidxmatD + addmatD; 

    NewMatPlaceD = NewMatPlace + (NumPart*NewLayer); 

    IPFrameD = IPFrame + (NumPart*NewLayer); 

    Dmin = repmat(InitDmin,NumPart,NewLayer); 

 

    template = zeros(1,NumLayer*RDivs); 

    template(((1:NumLayer)-1)*RDivs+1)=1; 

    template = cumsum(template); 

    SGRidx = (((1:NumLayer)-1)*(NewLayer*RDivs))+1+(((1:NumLayer)-1)*(RDivs)); 

    SGRone = ones(NumLayer,RDivs*NumLayer0); 

    SGRone(:,1) = SGRidx; 

    SGRidx = cumsum(SGRone,2); 

    SGRIidx = reshape((1:(RDivs*NewLayer*NumLayer)),[RDivs,NewLayer,NumLayer]); 

    SGRIidx(SGRidx) = 0; 

    SGRIidx = sort(SGRIidx,2); 

    SGRIidx(:,1:NumLayer0,:) = []; 

    GRItidx = reshape((1:(RDivs*NumLayer*NumLayer)),[RDivs,NumLayer,NumLayer]); 

    GRIFrame = (((1:NumLayer)-1)*(NumLayer*RDivs))+1+(((1:NumLayer)-1)*(RDivs)); 

    GRIFrame = cumsum([GRIFrame' ones(NumLayer,RDivs-1)],2); 

    GRItidx(GRIFrame)=0; 

    GRItidx = sort(GRItidx,2); 

    GRItidx(:,1,:) = []; 

    ActiveLayer = ones(NumPart,NewLayer); 

    ActiveLayer(IPFrame) = 0; 

 

    SupRMatidx = zeros(NumD*NumLayer,1); 

    SubSupRMFrame = cumsum(ones(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer))+ 

(0:NumD*NumLayer:(NewLayer*NumD*NumLayer-1)); 

    SRMFrame = 1:NumD:NumD*NumLayer; 

    SupRMatidx(SRMFrame) = 1; 

    SupRMatidx = cumsum(SupRMatidx); 
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    IncSupFr = (0:NumD*NumLayer:(NumLayer*NumD*NumLayer-1)); 

    NewSupFrA = IncSupFr(SupRMatidx)'; 

    NewSupFrA = NewSupFrA + SubSupRMFrame(:,1); 

    NewSupFr = ones(NumD*NumLayer,NumLayer0)*(NumD*NumLayer); 

    NewSupFr(:,1) = NewSupFrA; 

    NewSupFr = cumsum(NewSupFr,2); 

    IncSupFr = SubSupRMFrame; 

    IncSupFr(NewSupFr) = 0; 

    IncSupFr = sort(IncSupFr,2); 

    IncSupFr(:,1:NumLayer0) = []; 

 

    SRMinc = sort((ones(NumLayer) - eye(NumLayer)).*(cumsum(ones(NumLayer),2)),2); 

    SRMinc(:,1) = []; 

 

    SupAL = ones(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

    SupAL(IncSupFr) = 0; 

 

    %ii loop looks at each incumbent model from the incumbent ModRDL 

    %matrix to produce a new set of models for analysis 

Build Children Models Based on Parents 

    parfor ii = 1:1:N 

 

        ModRDMinMax = zeros(NumPart,6*NewLayer); 

        GRL = GridRL(:,:,ii); 

 

        Md = ModR(ii,:); 

        Md = Md - (Md >= max(GRL,[],1))*.1; 

        Md = Md + (Md <= min(GRL,[],1))*.1; 

 

        ModResInc = repmat(Md,NumPart,1); 

        ModResInc = ModResInc(SubIP); 

        MFrame = ((1:NumLayer)-1)*RDivs+1; 

        Rmax = GRL((RDivs+1)-(sum(GRL>=Md,1))+MFrame-1); 

        Rmin = GRL((find(GRL<Md,1)),:); 

        Rmean = (Rmax+Rmin)/2; 

        Rrng = (Rmax-Rmin)/AnnealRate; 

        Rmax = Rmean + Rrng; 

        Rmin = Rmean - Rrng; 

 

        % Build Resistivity Permutation Matrix %%%%%% 

 

        dRm = (Rmax - Rmin)/(RDivs-1); 

        GridRInc = repmat(dRm,RDivs,1); 

        GridRInc(1,:) = Rmin; 

        GridRInc = cumsum(GridRInc,1); 

        GridRInc(GridRInc < InitRmin) = InitRmin; 

 

        Rmaxi = RmaxL(ii,:); 

        Rmini = RminL(ii,:); 

        Rrngi = (Rmaxi-Rmini)/2*AnnealRate; 

        Rmini = Md - Rrngi; 

        Rmini(Rmini<InitRmin) = InitRmin; 

 

        GridRNew = repmat(Rrngi,RDivs,1); 
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        GridRNew(1,:) = Rmini; 

        GridRNew = cumsum(GridRNew,1); 

        ModResNew = GridRNew(PartidxmatR); 

        ModRDMinMax(NewMatPlace)= ModResNew; 

 

        ModRDMinMax(IPFrame)= ModResInc; 

 

        GridRCat = [GridRInc GridRNew]; 

 

        Rmin = GridRCat(RminIdx); 

        Rmax = GridRCat(RmaxIdx); 

 

        ModRDMinMax(:,NewLayer*2+1:4*NewLayer)= [Rmin Rmax]; 

 

        % Build Depth Permutation Matrix %%%% 

 

        MdD = ModD(ii,:); 

        BaseMat = MdD(PartIdx)'; 

        BaseMat(BaseMat<(DDivs-1)*InitDmin) = (DDivs)*InitDmin; 

 

        DminNew = repmat(InitDmin,1,NumLayer); 

        DmaxNew = MdD -1; 

        dDMN = (DmaxNew - DminNew)/(DDivs-1); 

        GridDNew = repmat(dDMN,DDivs,1); 

        GridDNew(1,:) = DminNew; 

        GridDNew = cumsum(GridDNew,1); 

        GridDNew = GridDNew/(NumLayer0-1); 

 

        ModDepNew = GridDNew(PartidxmatD); 

        CompD = sum(ModDepNew,2); 

        ModDepNew1 = [ModDepNew BaseMat-CompD]; 

 

        ModRDMinMax(NewMatPlaceD)= ModDepNew1; 

 

        ModDepInc = repmat(MdD,NumPart,1); 

        ModDepInc = ModDepInc(SubIP); 

 

        ModRDMinMax(IPFrameD)= ModDepInc; 

 

        ModRDMinMax(:,NewLayer*4+1:NewLayer*5) = Dmin; 

 

        GDL = GridDL(:,:,ii); 

 

        Dmax = zeros(NumPart,NewLayer); 

        DmaxInc = GDL(DDivs,:); 

        IncDmax = repmat(DmaxInc,NumPart,1); 

        IncDmax = IncDmax(SubIP); 

 

        NewDmaxSub = [repmat(GridDNew(DDivs,:)',1,2) MdD']; 

        NewDmax = NewDmaxSub(PartIdx,:); 

 

        Dmax(NewMatPlace) = NewDmax; 

        Dmax(IPFrame) = IncDmax; 

 

        ModRDMinMax(:,5*NewLayer+1:6*NewLayer) = Dmax; 

 

        % Build All GridR %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

        GridRt = GridRNew(:,template); 
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        SubGridR = zeros(RDivs, NewLayer, NumLayer); 

        SubGridR(SGRidx') = GridRt; 

 

        GridRIt = repmat(GridRInc,1,1,NumLayer); 

 

        SGRI = GridRIt(GRItidx); 

        SubGridR(SGRIidx) = SGRI; 

 

        GridR = SubGridR(:,:,PartIdx); 

 

        GridDInc = GDL; 

        SubGridD = zeros(RDivs, NewLayer, NumLayer); 

 

        % Build all GridD %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

        GridDt = GridDNew(:,template); 

        SubGridD(SGRidx') = GridDt; 

 

        GridDIt = repmat(GridDInc,1,1,NumLayer); 

        SGDI = GridDIt(GRItidx); 

        SubGridD(SGRIidx) = SGDI; 

 

        GridD = SubGridD(:,:,PartIdx); 

 

        % Ancillary items build %%%%%%%% 

 

        PMRetAL = repmat(ActiveLayer,1,2); 

        PMRetVold = repmat(VOptL(ii),(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer),1); 

 

        % Build Superposition Matricies %%%%%% 

 

        SupRM = zeros(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

        SubSRMnew = Md(SupRMatidx)'; 

        SubSRMnew = repmat(SubSRMnew,1,NumLayer0); 

        SubSRMinc = Md(SRMinc); 

        SubSRMinc = SubSRMinc(SupRMatidx,:); 

        SupRM(NewSupFr) = SubSRMnew; 

        SupRM(IncSupFr) = SubSRMinc; 

        SupRM = reshape(SupRM,[NumD*NumLayer, NewLayer]); 

 

        SupDM = zeros(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

 

        SDMnew = repmat(idxmatD,NumLayer,1); 

        SDMnew = SDMnew + ((SupRMatidx-1)*NumLayer0); 

        SDMnew = GridDNew(SDMnew); 

        SDMcomp = MdD(SupRMatidx)'; 

        SDMnew = [SDMnew (SDMcomp - sum(SDMnew,2))]; 

 

        SubSDMinc = MdD(SRMinc); 

        SubSDMinc = SubSDMinc(SupRMatidx,:); 

        SupDM(IncSupFr) = SubSDMinc; 

        SupDM(NewSupFr) = SDMnew; 

 

        SupRD = [SupRM SupDM]; 

 

        SupGridR = SubGridR(:,:,SupRMatidx); 

 

        SupGridD = SubGridD(:,:,SupRMatidx); 

 

        IncDmaxSub = DmaxInc(SRMinc); 
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        SupNDmax = NewDmaxSub(SupRMatidx,:); 

        SupIDmax = IncDmaxSub(SupRMatidx,:); 

 

        SupDmax = zeros(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

        SupDmax(NewSupFr) = SupNDmax; 

        SupDmax(IncSupFr) = SupIDmax; 

 

        SSupRmin = SubRmin; 

        SSupRmax = SubRmin; 

 

        SupRminidx = SSupRmin(SupRMatidx,:); 

        SupRmaxidx = SSupRmax(SupRMatidx,:); 

 

        SupRmin = GridRCat(SupRminidx); 

        SupRmax = GridRCat(SupRmaxidx); 

        SupDmin = ones(NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

 

        retSupAL = repmat(SupAL,1,2); 

 

        SupRDMM = [SupRD SupRmin SupRmax SupDmin SupDmax]; 

 

        % Add Superposition Matricies onto Permutation Matrix %%%%% 

 

        ModRDMM(:,:,ii) = [ModRDMinMax; SupRDMM]; 

 

        RetGR(:,:,:,ii) = cat(3,GridR, SupGridR); 

        RetGD(:,:,:,ii) = cat(3,GridD, SupGridD); 

 

        RetAL(:,:,ii) = [PMRetAL; retSupAL]; 

        RetVold(:,ii) = PMRetVold; 

 

        %ModRDMinMax contains by sets of (2*NumLayer-1) elements: of 

        %1st: Resistivities 

        %2nd: Depth/Thicknesses 

        %3rd: Min Resistivity vector 

        %4th: Max Resistivity vector 

        %5th: Min Depth/Thickness vector 

        %6th: Max Depth/Thickness vector 

 

        %size(ModRDMinMax) 

        %size(unique(ModRDMinMax,'rows')) 

 

    end 

 

    IDidx = zeros(NumFull,1); 

    IDFrame = ((1:N)-1)*(NumPart+(NumD*NumLayer))+1; 

    IDidx(IDFrame) = 1; 

    IDidx = cumsum(IDidx); 

    PermID = [ModID(IDidx,:) (1:NumFull)']; 

 

    ModRD = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer*2); 

    Rminr = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer); 

    Rmaxr = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer); 

    Dminr = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer); 

    Dmaxr = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer); 

    GridRr = zeros(RDivs,NewLayer,NumFull); 

    GridDr = zeros(DDivs,NewLayer,NumFull); 

    Vold = zeros(NumFull,1); 

    ActiveLayer = zeros(NumFull,NewLayer*2); 
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    for jj = 1:N 

        a = ((jj-1)*(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer)+1); 

        b = ((jj-1)*(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer)+(NumPart+NumD*NumLayer)); 

        idx = (a:b); 

        ModRD(idx,:) = single(ModRDMM(:,1:2*NewLayer,jj)); 

        Rminr(idx,:) = single(ModRDMM(:,2*NewLayer+1:3*NewLayer,jj)); 

        Rmaxr(idx,:) = single(ModRDMM(:,3*NewLayer+1:4*NewLayer,jj)); 

        Dminr(idx,:) = single(ModRDMM(:,4*NewLayer+1:5*NewLayer,jj)); 

        Dmaxr(idx,:) = single(ModRDMM(:,5*NewLayer+1:6*NewLayer,jj)); 

 

        GridRr(:,:,idx) = single(RetGR(:,:,:,jj)); 

        GridDr(:,:,idx) = single(RetGD(:,:,:,jj)); 

 

        Vold(idx) = single(RetVold(:,jj)); 

        ActiveLayer(idx,:) = RetAL(:,:,jj); 

    end 

 

    [~,RDGia,~] = unique(ModRD,'rows'); 

 

    ModRD = ModRD(RDGia,:); 

    Rminr = Rminr(RDGia,:); 

    Rmaxr = Rmaxr(RDGia,:); 

    Dminr = Dminr(RDGia,:); 

    Dmaxr = Dmaxr(RDGia,:); 

 

    GridRr = GridRr(:,:,RDGia); 

    GridDr = GridDr(:,:,RDGia); 

 

    Vold = Vold(RDGia); 

    ActiveLayer = ActiveLayer(RDGia,:); 

    PermID = PermID(RDGia,:); 

 

    NumLayer = NewLayer; 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Not Used 

%This section utilizes Blocks (center point of incumbent populated bins) to generate new 

%models, rather than every incumbent model.  This was not utilized in the 

%analysis of this thesis, but was a concept that was initially tried. 

else 

 

    clear Rmin 

    clear Rmax 

    clear Dmin 

    clear Dmax 

 

        N = size(Blocks,1); 

        NewLayer = (size(Blocks,2)/2)+NumLayer-1; 

        ActiveLayer = ones(N*NumR*NumD*NumLayer,2*NewLayer); 

 

        deltaR = 100*ones(N*NumR*NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

        deltaD = 100*ones(N*NumR*NumD*NumLayer,NewLayer); 

 

        Rmin = zeros(1,NumLayer); 

        Rmax = zeros(1,NumLayer); 
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        RminNew = zeros(1,NumLayer); 

        RmaxNew = zeros(1,NumLayer); 

        Dmin = zeros(1,NumLayer); 

        Dmax = zeros(1,NumLayer); 

        dR1 = zeros(NumR*NumD,NewLayer); 

        dD1 = zeros(NumR*NumD,NewLayer); 

        MinMax = zeros(1,4*NewLayer); 

        GridD = zeros(DDivs,NewLayer,NumR*NumD*NumLayer*N); 

        GridR = zeros(RDivs,NewLayer,NumR*NumD*NumLayer*N); 

        GridD1 = zeros(DDivs,NumLayer); 

        %GridR1 = zeros(RDivs,NumLayer); 

        GridRNew = zeros(RDivs,NumLayer); 

        GridRInc = zeros(RDivs,NumLayer); 

        Vold = zeros(N,1); 

        OP = zeros(NumLayer,NumLayer-1); 

        NP = zeros(NumLayer,NumLayer-1); 

 

        ModRDMinMax = zeros(NumR*NumD*NumLayer*N,6*NewLayer); 

 

        %tt loop prepares old position-new position transposition index 

        %as kk is modified 

        for tt=1:1:NumLayer 

            for uu=1:1:NumLayer-1 

                if uu >= tt 

                    OP(tt,uu) = uu+1;  %Old Position 

                    NP(tt,uu) = uu+NumLayer;  %New Position 

                else 

                    OP(tt,uu) = uu;  %Old Position 

                    NP(tt,uu) = uu;  %New Position 

                end 

            end 

        end 

 

        %N loop looks at each incumbent model from the incumbent ModRDL 

        %matrix to produce a new set of models to analyze 

        jk = 1; 

        for ii = 1:1:N 

 

            % kk loop takes into account that each element in the incumbent 

            % model must be broken into pieces to produce deeper model and 

            % indexes accordingly, building the permutation matrix for 

            % breaking apart the first depth element first, and then 

            % subsequent layers 

            % kk specifically varies the layer index 

 

            % The resistvity Grid is particularly interesting to set up. 

            % Due to the superposition being assumed, when a layer is broken 

            % up, it must be assumed that the new layers could consist of 

            % any combination of values above or below the incumbent 

            % resistivity, causing the new resistivity matrix to be 

            % reinitialized to the absolute min and max (as initially 

            % determined).  For the layers where the incumbent resistivity 

            % is not being expanded, the resistivity will be allowed to 

            % focus on the new boundaries 

 

            for kk=1:NumLayer 

 

                %jj specifically varies the Resistivity matrix 

                for jj=1:NumLayer 
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                    %Produce a proximate value for the incumbent value if 

                    %it is a boundary value so that the proper new 

                    %boundaries can be set for the next iteration 

                    prox = Blocks(ii,jj); 

                    if prox == max(GridRB(:,jj,ii)) 

                        prox = prox - .001; 

                    elseif prox == min(GridRB(:,jj,ii)) 

                        prox = prox + .001; 

                    end 

 

                    Rmax(jj) = GridRB((find(GridRB(:,jj)>prox,1)),jj); 

                    Rmin(jj) = GridRB((find(GridRB(:,jj)<prox, 1,'last')),jj); 

                    %for new values (ie 3-to-1 replacements), make the new 

                    %search space smaller than it was originally, but 

                    %larger than the reduced space to allow a solution near 

                    %a boundary to seek subset values both greater than and 

                    %less than the incumbent value. 

                    RmaxNew(jj) = (Rmax(jj)-Rmin(jj))/2 + Rmax(jj); 

                    RminNew(jj) = Rmin(jj) - (Rmax(jj)-Rmin(jj))/2; 

 

                end 

 

            dR = (Rmax - Rmin)/(RDivs - 1); 

            dRNew = (RmaxNew - RminNew)/(RDivs - 1); 

 

                for mm=1:1:NumLayer 

                    GridRInc(:,mm) = (Rmin(mm):dR(mm):Rmax(mm))'; 

                    GridRNew(:,mm) = (RminNew(mm):dRNew(mm):RmaxNew(mm))'; 

                end 

 

            GridRNew(GridRNew<InitRmin)=InitRmin; 

            GridRNew(GridRNew>InitRmax)=InitRmax; 

 

            RminNew(RminNew<InitRmin)=InitRmin; 

            RmaxNew(RmaxNew>InitRmax)=InitRmax; 

 

            guideR = (1:1:NumLayer); 

            addmatR = (guideR-1)*NumLayer; 

            idxmatR = permn(guideR,NumLayer); 

            idxmatR = bsxfun(@plus,addmatR,idxmatR); 

            ModResNew = GridRNew(idxmatR); 

 

            %  For the unchanged model layers, use the incumbent Block 

            %  value. 

            ModResInc = Blocks(ii,1:NumLayer); 

 

            %  Build up the Depth permutation matrix 

            if ModRDL(ii,NumLayer+kk)<(DDivs-1)*50 

                Basement = (DDivs)*50; 

            else 

                Basement = Blocks(ii,NumLayer+kk); 

            end 

 

            for qq = 1:1:NumLayer 

                Dmin(qq) = 50; 

                Dmax(qq) = (Basement/(DDivs-1))-1; 

            end 

            Dmin(NumLayer) = 0; 

            Dmax(NumLayer) = Basement; 
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            dD = (Dmax - Dmin)/(DDivs - 1); 

 

            for ss=1:1:NumLayer 

                    GridD1(:,ss) = (Dmin:dD:Dmax)'; 

            end 

 

            PermDidx = 1:1:DDivs; 

            guideD = 1:1:NumLayer; 

            addmatD = (guideD-1)*NumLayer; 

            addmatD(:,NumLayer) = []; 

            idxmatD = permn(PermDidx,NumLayer-1); 

            idxmatD = bsxfun(@plus,addmatD,idxmatD); 

            ModDep = GridD1(idxmatD); 

            ModDep(:,NumLayer) = Basement - sum(ModDep,2); 

 

            MinMax(kk:(kk+NumLayer-1)) = RminNew; 

            MinMax(NP(kk,:)) = RminB(OP(kk,:)); 

            MinMax(NewLayer+kk:NewLayer+(kk+NumLayer-1)) = RmaxNew; 

            MinMax(NP(kk,:)+NewLayer) = RmaxB(OP(kk,:)); 

 

            MinMax(2*NewLayer+kk:2*NewLayer+(kk+NumLayer-1)) = Dmin; 

            MinMax(2*NewLayer+NP(kk,:)) = DminB(OP(kk,:)); 

            MinMax(3*NewLayer+kk:3*NewLayer+(kk+NumLayer-1)) = Dmax; 

            MinMax(3*NewLayer+NP(kk,:)) = DmaxB(OP(kk,:)); 

 

            for k=1:1:NumD 

                for pp=1:1:NumR 

                    ModRDMinMax(jk,kk:NumLayer+kk-1)= ModResNew(pp,:); 

                    ModRDMinMax(jk,2*NumLayer+kk-1:3*NumLayer+kk-2)= ModDep(k,:); 

                    ModRDMinMax(jk,NP(kk,:))= ModResInc(OP(kk,:)); 

                    ModRDMinMax(jk,(NP(kk,:)+NewLayer))= ModRDL(ii,(OP(kk,:)+NumLayer)); 

                    ModRDMinMax(jk,2*NewLayer+1:6*NewLayer) = MinMax; 

 

                    dR1(jk,kk:NumLayer+kk-1) = dRNew; 

                    dR1(jk,NP(kk,:)) = dR(OP(kk,:)); 

 

                    dD1(jk,kk:NumLayer+kk-1) = dD; 

                    dD1(jk,NP(kk,:)) = dDold(ii,OP(kk,:)); 

 

                    GridR(:,kk:NumLayer+kk-1,jk) = GridRNew; 

                    GridR(:,NP(kk,:),jk) = GridRInc(:,OP(kk,:)); 

 

                    GridD(:,kk:NumLayer+kk-1,jk) = GridD1; 

                    GridD(:,NP(kk,:),jk) = GridDB(:,OP(kk,:)); 

 

                    Vold(jk) = VOptL(ii); 

 

                    %Commented out to allow optimization on all layers 

                    %because using block centers skews the superposition 

                    %assumption 

 

                    %ActiveLayer(j,NP(kk,:)) = 0; 

                    %ActiveLayer(j,NewLayer+NP(kk,:)) = 0; 

 

                    jk=jk+1; 

                end 

            end 

 

            %ModRDMinMax contains by sets of (2*NumLayer-1) elements: of 

            %1st: Resistivities 
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            %2nd: Depth/Thicknesses 

            %3rd: Min Resistivity vector 

            %4th: Max Resistivity vector 

            %5th: Min Depth/Thickness vector 

            %6th: Max Depth/Thickness vector 

 

            end 

        end 

 

        ModRD = ModRDMinMax(:,1:2*NewLayer); 

        Rminr = single(ModRDMinMax(:,2*NewLayer+1:3*NewLayer)); 

        Rmaxr = single(ModRDMinMax(:,3*NewLayer+1:4*NewLayer)); 

        Dminr = single(ModRDMinMax(:,4*NewLayer+1:5*NewLayer)); 

        Dmaxr = single(ModRDMinMax(:,5*NewLayer+1:6*NewLayer)); 

 

        dR = single(dR1); 

        dD = single(dD1); 

 

        for jj=1:1:size(ModRD,1) 

 

            ii=0; 

            while max(deltaR(jj,:))>resoR 

                ii=ii+1; 

                deltaR(jj,:) = dR(jj,:)/ii; 

            end 

 

            ii=0; 

            while max(deltaD(jj,:))>resoD 

                ii=ii+1; 

                deltaD(jj,:) = dD(jj,:)/ii; 

            end 

 

        end 

 

        NumLayer = NewLayer; 

 

end 

 

tModRDGen = toc; 

 

% dlmwrite('ModRDMinMaxfile',ModRDMinMax) 

 

% fid = fopen('mydata2.txt'); 

% C2 = textscan(fid,'%s %d8 %f32','delimiter',','); 

% fclose(fid); 

Published with MATLAB® R2017a 
 

Additional Code 

Other code was written to facilitate graph generation and to perform specialized tasks 
for analyses described within this thesis.  These sections are not deemed relevant to the 
description of the thesis and are therefore not included here. 
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Appendix B 

Summary Model Results 

Below are tables showing information about each data point that was analyzed.  All 
models that were discussed in this thesis are shown in these summary tables.  The values are 
included here to allow the reader to observe any additional trends that may have been missed 
while processing the data. 

The Model Pruning Details show details regarding how many models ICA discarded 
after each iteration and tracks how many total models were analyzed over the course of this 
thesis.  The tables indicate the time required to calculate each iteration, how many models 
were evaluated in each iteration, and how many models are pruned by each of the 
mechanisms shown, in the order shown from left to right.  The resulting number of candidate 
models and number of possible solutions are shown.  For comparison purposes, the 
maximum and minimum fitness values are shown for the entire population of candidate 
models. 

 The Model Solution Details indicate specifically the summary information regarding 
the set of possible solutions after each iteration.  Many iterations result in no solutions.  The 
number of solutions shown in the cumulative value as solutions obtained in previous 
iteration of the same measurement are carried into solution calculations at later iterations.  
Fitness values and likelihood values are shown for most-likely models, best-fit models, and 
the minima of each type.  Data is shown for both the data reliability as evaluated using the 
full depth of all of the models as well as the data reliability as evaluated to a depth of 3000m. 

 

Model Pruning Details 

Tables begin on the next page. 
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Model Solution Details 
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